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ABSTRACT 
.' Nonline&r inductors and resistors heve been used for 
many years for a number of important applications, and yet 
nonlinear condensers have never been used commercially. In 
fact the nonlinear dielectrics suitable for circuit applica-
ti~ris have not been known. In recent years, however, certain 
high-dielectric-constant ceramics consisting of bariUm 
titanate and mixtures of barium and strontium titanates 
have been developed. These ceramics are nonlinear ferro-
electric dielectrics similar in many respects to Rochelle 
~ 
salt. They have a CrJri~ point, corres:.:,onding to the te;lllp-
• 
er,ature at which· th\~ dielectric constant reaches a maximum 
, . 
, 
value. Below this temperature elect~ical hysteresis is 
found and above it the reciprocal 0+ dielectric constant 
increases lin~~ly. w~th tempera::re. . 
"'" \ '(J.H\ ~f"~,!},w" ~(,4 ~!1J.? . ~ W&..Rs¥e,~~'g~(.fhe nonlinear dielectric proper~ 
ti~s of barium ti,tanate and barium-strontium titanate with 
~pecial emphasis an those properties that are pe~tinent to 
the d~siin ot nonlinear condensers for 'circuit applications., 
,In o~der to carry the investigation to the highest poss~ble 
. fiela, stre~gths, .;-~ it nece~sary to use" samples in t.he 
.tora, of th"n sheetse .'oh VI e PI e,a!HJtl. ~ .measuring 
,circ~t makes use ot~ General Radio type~16-A ~peda~ce 
. . ~ .. ~ , " 
'" 'llr~~~~u: ,hi oh Jpeasures th~ li1gh-:f'requency 1mpedan~e· of a 
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In addition to the high frfJuency meamlring voltage a 
relatively 1a~ge ~iaSing' voitage is applied, which may 
be d-c for the first type of measurement or low frequency 
a-c for the s.econd i!1pe of measurement. The impedance ot 
the condenser is measured versus the d~c or instantaneous 
value ot a-c biasing' voltage. For measurements of t~e 
second type, an oscilloscope is necessary as a bridge ba:lance 
·1Ddicator.~;;~~~;'-jpe dielectric constant versus 
, - .. ~~ 
, .-- ,~~~
field strength, temperat~e and trequencY~lesults are 
. given in th~ figures included in this· report. ..: <-
. The second type ,!f mea~ureDlent 1s necessa~y in order . 
to predict the operation ot a nonlinear condenser as. a 
. . 
modulator. We t~d that at temperatures above the CUrie 
, 
.point the results- 'of this method agree well with measU:re~ 
~ents by the first method, but below this te~perature tha 
~.o ~ethods give ditfe~~nt results, especially with, respect 
to loss. In fact the losses ~re so· much greater when 
measUred by 1;;he second metho<i ·than by the firs·t method 
at te~peratures below the CUrie point, that the Useflllness 
,gf 'i!hes~ nonlinear dieleqtrics for circ~t ·elements is 
s~Y..er:e~i .restricted' in this ~ange·. 
At temp'er~tures above the purie'point we find a 
d~f~,ite \rel~tion between d:i.e~ectr:f:c constant and biasing 
voltage, w~c~ we ~ave'expressed ~ th~ f~rm of an eq~tion. 
_ This equat~,*,· -makes . ~e of a new par8}lleter; nam~ly the 
.' " ~ 







critical field strength which reduces the dielectric 
constant t- half its initial value at low field strength. 
, 
The critical field strength increases rapidly at 
temperatur~s above the CUrie point. Therefore, if the 
dielectric is to be used at temperatures higher than the 
CUrie point, but not so high that the critical field strength 
exceeds the maximum allowable operating-~alue, the useful 
temperature range is thereby limited. We find that on 
this basis the Qarium-strontium titanate ~as a useful 
temperature range which1s almost six times that of 
Rochelle salt. Furthermore, the range of barium-strontium 
titanate can be centered at any desired temperature by 
adjusting the composition. Although both the critical 
'field strength and the initial dielectric constant change 
very rapidly with temp~rature in the above operating range, 
they can partially compensate for each other t s cha,nges so 
that the dielectric ,constant at a given tield strength does 
not ehange nearly so rapidly versus temperature •. 
, . 
In measuring the dielectric constant and loss versus 
frequency we found a surpris1n~ series of resonan~e phe~ 
nQmena which occurred only durtDg or after application 9f 
a moderately strong,d-c field •. Upon application of a weaker 
t1~ld ot reversed p~~ri~ the re~anances could be nerQ~edft. 
, 
The resonance frequencies were found to be relatively in-
I _ ~ ~ , • • • ) 
~ependent of field ~trength,and ~emperature except'that ~ey 
- , 
disappeared above the curie point. T.be res~nce fr~quenc1e8 
- ...... 
_x, i 
were finally shown to correspond to the mechanical modes-
of vibration, a fact which proves the existence ot a new 
electrostriction or piezoelectric phenomenon in barium 
titanate. 
We 'have considered several circuit applicat~ons, 
which seem feasible,. using barium-strontium titanate as 
a nonlinear dielectric. These include: Har.monic 
generation, frequency control and modulation, amplitude 
modulation and amplification. In addition, we have 
vi. 
worked out the details for the design of an original 
phase~odulator circuit suitable for use in a frequency-
modulation transmitter. This method allows the direct 
modulation of phase over a range of several cycles without 
vacuum tubes, thus permitting- a substantial simplification 
in the circuits now used.in frequency modulation transmitters. 
.. 
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1. outline ot the Pr.obl~- -:- -
lor JIaDT ,ear, the noa1'uear' prop~rt1e8. :~f, 1'~.c'o· 
ha~e been kn~ aDd u~1l1zecl in (~OIIiImll1c~~1~~'~: ~PO'$~' 
- ---~~ - ---~-c1i'c~tl. ~. principal- appl1ca1;.ionS U(U~ ~t~J.~~ ~- -~- -' 
replation and cootrol,·~·~' t~.q~c:1· ;.~tiP11c~tiori~1.$: 
, :.-::~~~. 
'mOd~tion and ampltt1ca~10D.li~or~~!~r resi.tors. suCh 
as copper-oxlde and cry. tal rectifiers 'aDd thfr1te bave 
l.1k~se been used successtull7 in' $iae ot the above 
appl1cati0ll84,1~and in new ~es.12:HOW8T.r, ~r. has been 
. . . 
no ~o .. erc1al .ppllcatiOD ot Daa]1near condensers. There 
is no lack ot uses to. whiCh a nonl-inear coildenser could be 
put,/ but the req¢red Donllnear dielectrics have not been 
known.~ . 
Until recent17 the' oDl.t JDaterials lm~ to ~ve 
significant D~jinear dielectrio p~operties were certain 
p~e?,o~iectric cr1s~ls' mown· as "Seipett.-electricsW;, the 
. . 
proto~7Pe ot'~s class being ~ochel~e saito (se1,de 
• • > 
seifBette). Roche~e salt is extremely 1nteres~1Dg tr.qm 
,a theoretical :po1D1i 9~' view 'and .its. prop'~rtles will.be l 
. ,-
. ~ ~ons.idered .~. ,¢~eater detail iater.· ~owever the· .• ,i$ess 
. .' 
. . 
'ot ·Boobeile salt as • aool1Jiear c::i.rcuit· el_ent~ 1; .. strictly . 
, "" 0I'" ." III ~, < '" ' , ' 
~~ted. ~~q.l1$e-.:the .. di~lect:r;1c pr'operties dep~' ve" 
~~,~t~~a:~lt·.upOn. t_p~rature.42 iPul'th8rriaore the· ,plez~el~c'trlc 
. ,~ - " 
tiat~0" pt R~Ch~~i. ~alt'.perm1ts' JI~~icfillres~ces·:tQ.'·be 
'~Clt~, ,.MOA" :turther. lJ.idt :the ~~~ ':01; th1~ ~ter'1ai :1n 
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high trequencT circuits. 
SeTeral lears.alo certain h1&h-dielectric-conatant 
, . 
ceramic. couist1Dc ot bariua titanate and mixtures ot 
bariua and stront1ua titanates were developed.26 Sinc. 
that tis. t~r. has been cODliderable ettort ~rected 
toward the studT ot thel. aater1als, espaciallT in the 
Laborator,r tor lDaulat~on ~esea~~h at,K.I.T. UDder tb~ 
d1rectiOD ot Prot. .l.R. Ton Hippel. 27,28 '.lIaDT. interest-
1ni properties ot ~se materials have been discovered 
in this laboratory includ~, sa.e non] inear characteristics 
which will be d.escribed below. ,on the basis or, these 
;reaults ~e author was encouraged to undertake a continu-
o 
ation ot this research. The ob3ect of this work was to 
investilate the appli~ab111t1 of barium titan~te condensers 
as nonlinear circuit elements. It ~as at tirst supposed 
t~t after some preliminary "routine" measurements, non-
. 
linear cOndensers cou;Ld be desi~ed and c~rcuits dem,onstrated. 
, , 
However, the resUlts ot the "routine" mea~urements were quite 
'~expected and indicated that much more complicated phenomena 
wer~, involved than, '8.l:lticipa~ed earlier. ;As a result ot these 
'findings'it was decided to rG4irec~ the course ot the work 
stressing' the fundamental dielectric properties ot the. ~ -
mater1a~s, l'ather,,1;han, th~ cir~u1t ap~lication8. Thus' ~stead 
of :ma~~ :o~1a ~tew "rotit1ne" Jlea~~~ents i t~s been, , 
.. 
ne~easar.y to ,devote 'the entire program to, a study 'of the 
. 
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2. History ot Barium-Titanate as a Dielectric--
The earliest reterence to the high dielectric constant 
ot barium titanate, that we know ot, is found in a report 
of the Titani~ Alloy Kfg. Co., dated September, 1942.26 
Subsequentwo~~ indiE~~ed that the dielectric ~onstant ot 
barium titana~e and--~JJdxtures cot barium and strontium 
..... - - - - - -! -
- . . 
titanates depends c~t1cally on the temperature (but not 
-. 
so much so as Roc~eile salt) and has a sharp, maximum with 
a value ot_5000,--or "more 'at a teJJlperature ,depending more 
or less 1-~j!j.y .oOon'~the percentage composition.29 For 
pure ba:ii,UU; -~i ~~t~ -- t~~ -~firum -dielectric constant 
~~--==~ 
comes a~:atj'6t:,t~1$)oe~_. :~~J~:tor a mixture contaiiW!,g-
~~~: - : 
25% strontium t:t~anate, .it -occur:?, -at a temperatlW-e-~ ot 
about 3~C. The dielectric constants and l~ss tapge~ts 
measured at low field ~trength tor these materials '~re 
shown in figs. 1 and 2. 
The ~boratory for ,Insulat~on Research began an 
active study ot these materials at an early date and has 
discov.red many new and interesting properties.27,28 ot 
particular interest here are the nonlinear dielectric 
properties studied by various teChniques. In one-method 
the ceramic condenser is allowed to charge at the specitied . 
v6itage tor·one second and then is dis~rged through a 
'ballistic. gaivanometer. ~e resUlts 'by this method tor a 
~." f • 
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5. 
titanate are shown in fig. 3. The initial dielectric 
constant, measured at low field strengths, is relatively 
s~il but rises rapidly as the field increases ~p to about 
Ocl ~v/m. At st~l~,higher field strengths the 4ielectr1.c 
constant d1m1n1shes indicating a saturation effect. These 
measurements,also show that at higher field st~engths the 
maximum dielectric' constant is srL1fted to lower temperatures. 
These conclusions are support,ed by bridge measurements at 
high a-c ~oltages using a dete¢t9r which is sensitive only 
to t~e fundamental freq~ency. 
'Th~ "ferr6e+ectric" nature of barium tita~ate, indicated 
by the nonlinear dielectric properties described above, was 
confirmed uSing the oscillographic method of Sawyer and Tower.42 
In this ~ethod the, horizontal deflection of the oscilloscope 
is prdportional to the electric field strength .. whl'l"e the 
vertical deflection is prol?ort1ona;J. to ".the" dielectric polar-
ization. A number ot hysteresis diagrams obtained ~ ~h1s 
way'for barium titanate ar~ ~ho~ in fig; 4. ~ these 
~iagrams the electr~c field.haS the same' p~ik value of 
. 
>91.~e, Kv/m (4800' V/cm) a~d a frequency of 60 cycler:s per 
,se,c~nd, •. ~ interestin~ result ~s obtainGd: by plotting the 
. ' 
slope ott~e~e ~ysteresi~ C~V€Si m~asured at the i#te~sect1on ~ 
wi·th -th~ verti9a1. ax,"s, 'versus ,temperature.. This curve h.~s a 
~:~murn" as one wouid~ exp~c;t;, ~; tlie vic'ini ty of +~~OOC~ 
,.' 
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. ° But it also has maxima at about +10°0 and -90 0, at 
€~ which temperatures there ar~n6 corresponding maxima in 'E. 
when e' is measured at low field strengths. 
Two discontinuities are likewise found in the thermal 
expansion versus temperature in the range -75°C ·to + 180°C. 
-The upper limits of these discontinuities are about +10°0 
'and +120°0. X-ray powder diffraction ~ta indicate a change 
in the crystal lattice £rom pseudo-cubic into cubic above 
120°C. 
The maximum in the d~electr~c constant at ~120~C ~s 
. . 
identified as a Curie point. The evidence for this is, 
first ot all, the practical.disappearance of hysteresis' 
above this temperat~e, and secondly, the tact that above 
this temperature ~e dielectric const~t is given by the 
CUrie-Weiss 1~w.50 
. I E -C 
,Eo ~ T - To (I-~) 
where T ts the absolute t,empera ture aDd To and Q are 
constants. ,T4e temperat~es +109C -~, -90°0 m1g~t ·be 
I • 
ca:J;led -"secondary" ·Curie poipts be~ause thei .:haye some qt 
th,e ailomaious properties ~ommo~7.assqciated with th~l 
transition' at the"CUrle, point but.nQt a~l 'these' prope~tfea~ 
Von Hippel ~;~ .. po,~tuiated' tnat these' -:two- ~l~c9Ddar;._cur1e 
point~ -may: be 'the t'emperatur~~- at 1fh1~~ th.ft~l t(g::1: t~tion 
'~ ~ , . . .. 
. . 
















at the C\u-ie point, +1200 C the spontaneous polarization 
in the third and remaining axis direction is finally over-
, -
come. 
The tact that there is a pronounced peak in the 
dielectric constant at the CUrie point but not at the 
secondart CUri~ points for weak fields is' explained by 
the tact that the only transition trom an unpolarized 
state to a apontaneously polarized state occurs at the 
Carie point. Above the secondary CUrie points the 
JIla terial 1s already spontaneously polarizap. and energy 
'1s '~eql11red to shift the ,polarization into a d1ffere"t 
axis direction. This energy is supplied by the external 
electric field. 
_ We are now beginning to receiv,9 :L'eports of .o~k dQl1e 
9. 
on barlum titanate in other countries during the war. This 
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II. PREPARATIOIl .. OF.Y@lPLF§...c 
Samples in the-tor.. ~t thin sheets were Choson tor 
. ~hls ,iD."estigation tor several reaS,mls. It· was clear troa 
·the beginning '~t operation at very high tield strengths 
-would be required in order to take :rull advantage. ~t the 
nonlinear dielectric.properties. 'On th~ other hand, the 
applIed voltages should not exceed several hundred, volts 'it 
~he cer~c condensers are ~o be useful in' ordinary electron-
. ie circ~ts. ~thermore the, 1ns~tIon ot our bridge 
circuit is limited to about 500 volts and thin d~alectric 
s~~ples generally have a greate~ breakdown field strength 
'than thicJt ones·, if the electrodes have sharp edges. 
q,~amtc condensers are no exception to this rule.27 As a 
result 01' these considerations, we were led to the use ot 
thin samplea' which could be cCIlveniently prepared in the 
form, of sheets. 
- ' 
The, bariWli titanate sheets were Made on the .equipment, 
and' by the methods described by von HiPpel.28 ThebariUJI-
·~trontium titanate sheets were made, by similar methods but, 
. , 
:*ith s~pler eqUipment whIcl1. we will 'describe later. The 
. ! 
• 
o,'g'eneral, ~r1nc1ples of the method 'ar~ as follows. 't 
The· 'ceramic p.qwder 'is suspendEid iJ? a tolu~ne ,nslip" 
~ ... \ 
,w~th' ,.a ~es~, binder an~, atter proper d~-a1r~~', is extt:uded , .. 
, on ·a' ~la.t b~se~ .. p~te 'that bas be,~ 'p~:eviously (letA-ted w~t;h· a 
, . .. 
t~: t1~·'ot. ·ethy'~ ,cellulose. Th~ extruded s~:~et, wllen 
, -.. .' '"" , . 
. . . 
.-
. ' . 
. . 
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the form ot discs- about ttl in diameter and tired :in a 
... 
ceramic kiln. It deaired, the discs ca~ be tired Qn a 
sheet ot platinum foil, in which case ,~e oeramic tuBes to 
,the platinum which can be used as one electrode. .1fter 
. 
additional silver electrodes are tired on, the oeramio 
condensers are readr tor use. 
The tollowing ,t.orimla 1s copied trOll von Hippe1 'a 
report,28 with s11Jht mod1tications. 
· 1. Staybe11te resin 
2 •. Abalyn 
3. Ethyl cellUlose 
~ .. Toluene 
5. V -495 ream 
6. "D1ethyl oxalate 











Hercules Powder Co. 
II 
(nitration grade) 
E.l. Du"Pont de lemour~' 
•. 'CQ~ 
. In 'preparins a batch, the at&1be~ite is melted and the 
abalJn added. !he ethyl cell~08e is then m1xed in" 'followed 
. . 
by ha·if th~ toluene. ~8 batch is stirred' unt-U solution· 1. 
coaplete. 'lb •. V-495· and d1ethyl Qxalat~ are added '1;0 the 
r-.1D1na: t~l~ene and ~ two· port10D.s cO&lb1n!3d. ~~ the. 
.. A"· • 
C8r~o powder ~,adde,d to the hot 11qU1d'~th ccnstant st1r-
r~,. " 
, '~iDaur. C9f)1J~~tw ~oie~. ~u_ '''P~es" the .11p~ 
~ ' ... (;, • - ___ , I , 
~a;, baU~11ed;,.m at 1~ ~~t,,-t'~· ¥U1'a., . ~t.:r .~111,,211~ 
" ,'": 
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the slip 18. passed through a 325 IIc!sh screen., '~e 8cre~ed 
, 
slip is: then evacuated a .. t the vapor p:ressure -ot toluene 'for 
15 1I1nutes in order to remove air bubbles. !'he formation of' 
scum during this operation lllay be prevented bY' slow stirring. 
!he consistency of' the slip obtainable by the ~ procedure out-
lined above is· ot importance to the success of the extrusion 
operation. 
Before the iheets are ext~edJ a .parting layer It , 1s, 
applied ,to. the base surtace. This 1s a thin, t~ ot ethyl 
, -
cellulose, applied as a 0.5% so~ut10n in.ethyl alcOhol. 
!he solution ,is , eit,her' flowed on or painted 011' with a, verT 
clean paint brush,' care being taken to obtain an' even' coat. 
!he t1l;m is then ail' dried aDd' 1s ready tOr the extrusion, 
operation. 
~e extrUsion mach1n~ Used tor the .ba~i~ ti ~nate 
s4~ets;Aas:an $ndless s~ainless ste~l belt thirty'teet 
long~' seven 1n~es W14e.which, passes. ove.r rQllers ab~~. 
. , 
twelve inches ~ diameter at opposite. en~s~ ot the mach1n~ 
and is driven at a spe~d ot about' 5 :feet 'p'er m1ilute.' The-
" . 
ceramic' slip ls,~~ru4e4-~ 'to the bel~ r~Om a hopper ~v~ 
an, b~en . ~~ttOm ,five in~he~ wide ,and mo~tec1' aJ)ove the' belt, 
~~ar o~e, ~~ of' ~e' $.ch;[ne., The' ci1st~ce, th~ :l;\opper. 1~, " 
held abci~e, the. belt ,d~t~riames 'the t~Ckn'ess 6f the', 'extrWi'ea' ' 
_ /fa , ~... ~ ~ A' , , • 
~ay:~~. ,an~t.' '$;~. 'a~~.~a'Ji$~l; ~d:.jUstabl~~,_ " , 
• _ " . ' :~:. (~~~)~100>shefd1iS: V{~r,e :~~~r~ed' ~ ~1E!~~' .p~at~s _ , 
trqUi ~ ,tt-~haPe4', ,joke~lQsed by &' ,~t*~lght, ~ire :1?ia~;e~ . ,Itt'- ' 
.JIf., ' • , ' • • " , 
. *.... .. -', . 
':,'dperat.19~' '1;ij~: jqk~; ,i,s':,placed' t~t >on· ~e. 'glass: ,p~~e.:arid:' 
-
• " t .. •• < .~,....,. ...' '. ' • 
~, '~ 
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13. 
the knife blade' is ,adjusted with its edge almost touc~g 
the glass. The ceramic slip is poured into the ~oke and 
the yoke is pulled slowly across the glass 'plate leaving 
, " 
beh~d it a layer two inches wide which is extrUded under 
the knife blade~, Th1s method was found more'satisfactory 
for making sheets, of the, required thinness. , 
The extruded 'sheet ~CJ stripped fran the base surface 
by me~ ot a .thin straight blade. It the, ,sheet 1s tJdn, 
it has to be strippeJ.almost 1muediate~ after extrusion. 
It ~t 1s al-lowed to become too dry:, it t~nds to stick; on 
the other band, if it is not dry enough it does no~·have 
" -
the, -necessary mechanical strength. 
After Qeing. stripped', the sh~et is; laid flat and 
, ~~ 
allo~6d to dry s'CIIle" mo~e~ When, dry" it is cut ~to.d1scs. 
. . 
. A t inch paper punch was toupg: to be ,qui te "w~li suited for 
t~s, oper.~i~. 
, , 
Soille" ot the, sampies at bariUm t1:tana te w,ere tired. on 
.. ,,' '/ ..... ,. - -
a ~lat su~tage 'ot poWde~' at the:' ~~'i! ~tefi~, ~h11e other 
samples w~r.e tired ·dir~ct:J.Y Ol!. piatln~ toil,; At -h1gli~r 
temperatures', ·the· sam:pl~s. tend to:'fUse to, the p~t1num . 
'which t46n~ ~es a "ferr. gooci electrode,. The $eccX1d 
<' • • .... .~ 
, eiectrode'1s ii. s~ot oj;.'~iiY~r:,p~in1; <d~, Pont ~a~te' 4~~1) 
appl1~ to "the" .1;op. ~)li.t~~~ ,1!lth .~(br~h'. For ~~J>ies 
1dt40~t P~~1h~,~i~~irOci~a ~, the: 'bot~iI, tb:e~tter. 
~--am:~a.~!: ~s '~9V~~e4 ~i~' s1·1~er.; ,l'~t: m.8t~a4., ~t~~ ~e~ " 
'. ~1i~e;-;~'1nt" i~ 'dr1 '~~: s~ples :are r-~t1r~' '~t ,~, '(;,emp~)~~br~~ 
•• ' "t 
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ot 600°e tor i hour in order to burn on the sUver 
electrodes. 
~ble 1 shows the composition and tiring conditiOns 
tor the samples .t have measured. These samples are shown 
in fig. 5 arranged in nuaerlcal order starting in the upper 
lett hand corner. . The diameter o~ the circular piece ot 
platinum toil under sampie 16 1s i inch, which determines 
the scale ot this figure. 
Table 1 -- eaaposition and l!r1ng Condition. 
Sample COilpositiOD Temp. :', Tille SUrtace ' Thickness. 
1'0. tired ,on . 1D.ches 
4:' BaTi03 1300 3 hr. Powder .0085 
5 11 11 
" " " 
.0077 
9, 
." 1350 4 11 . Platinum .0080 
~75%.BaTiQa~ i • 
(not fused) 





.0036· . BaTiCo 
23· " . 
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Fig. 5. Ceramic disc samples with painted silver 
and platinum foil electrodes. 
Fig. 6. Mounting arrangement showing connections to 
impedance bridge. 
15. 
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1. OUtline ot Ketb.Q9ls-
In attempting to evaluate the potential usetulness 
o~ b'ari~ tit~te a$ ,a nonlinear circuit element, we 
have t~und the' existing data inadequate. .,:ost ot the 
circuit applications which we have to canaider, ,especially 
those invqiv:ing modulatIon, bave one t1$1g in CODllllcm. ,TheY' 
depend to~ their op~rat1on on the variation in impedance ot 
the nonlinear eleJI~t as a tunction ot a "biasing" voltage. 
The s1gnif1cance of the biasing voltage can best be 
explained in reteren~~ to a hypothetical nonlinear con-
denser tor which the chax:ge Q,is a given tunction ot the 
voltage'V. 
... ' 
Q =F(V) (111.;.1) 
It the d1elei,btric 1s an 1sqtrop1c .ediUJI~ ,the charle must 
l.'e 9t, the same magnitude and: oppoal te 1n silD when the 
v'.)ltage 1s reversed, tpus Q aut be an odd function of V., 
F(-V) =' -:rev) (111-2) 
. Tl:le' capaci;~ange C at·a voltage V is d~:lned as the deriv-
ative ot eq. III~l. 
(111-3) 
..... . 
:S1Dce ~. der1v:atlve' ot 0' 944 tuDction is an even ~ction, 
the; ~8:~citance. 'Diuat ~e .n l.eveD ~c.t~~ ot ''Yo1t{lle.' The' 
I • , J 
. . 
"ol~a,e'Y,1., c.ued 'the biaa1N 'Y~lt.ge·~ tt ~1·be:cOnstant 
. , .' '\ 
(~-6)' o~',a :tunc1;ioil ot ~1me' (l~··t~equen~y:· a~). ,The' '~aDle' 
" ,.. " . 
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considerations apply to the dielectric constant versus 
,. 
biasing tield strength in a nonlinear dielectric. 
, , 
Mueller has meas~ed the capacit~ce ot nC?n11ne.ar 
Rochelle salt condens'ers in an a-c 'bridge while simul-
~eously applying a d-c bi~s1ng voltage.40 In th1~ ~y 
the dielectric constant is,determine4 versus biasing f~eld 
strengthe Th1~ method is tound' ,t'o be satisfactory., 11i ~ 
predicting t~e 'operation of the n~Iil.1near condensers i;n. 
. ~ 
circuit ·app11cat10Ps' where the bias really is d-c., Howe~er" y 
in circuits .her~ modulation is to be obt&-med by supeJ;-
1mposin~ low 1'requ~ncy a-c on th~ biasing v,ol tage~ tile 
. capacitance and loss as a turiciiion 'ot time can ~~t :be', 
correctly predict~ frCD the measurement~ wi ~l~ ii-<?/~'b~S,~" 
To obtain the necessary informa:t1on we have .d·EfV1:!:24; '{\: ,~eth6d 
, '-::.. .. ~ 
a.! applYi.ng a low tr~q':1ency ~-c biasing, vo~t~ge~ "ip,~~ead ot 
(or in addition to) d-c, and ot ·measur~g 't~e ca~a*i'tance 
and los~ yer~us the pha~e ot th1s.a-C voltage. 
'2:. D~scr~ption 01' .~pparatus·;... 
~ 
~---~ 
The apparatus used tor ~o~t",o£the measll:l'ements at 
treq~~cies ,tram one tenth to' ~hre~ ~ega~ycles con~ists 01': 
.' ' 
,~'Gener~l Radio type' 9l6-A imp~ance Pficige, ~th' a: type 
700~ beat-trequ~cy osc!ilat~r as a generator a~4 & Dumont 
1'. • ~. •• 
-----
:tYP.e 2~4~sC~111Oscope as ~an in(i1~atol'. A wide band amp~it1er, 
. . , ., '. ... '. ~" 
~hQwn .~ .t~ •• '7·~ 1. us~ be'tw~~ the :br~d:ge. ,~ncl ~~e oscilJ.o--
.sc.Op~ •. '~e'- ~Pl1tl~~' '~s' :a'voltage gain of .abput, 70. ".At 
























cOD2iderations apply to the dielectric constant v.ersus 
". 
b.1asing field strength in a nolilinear dielectric. 
17. 
Mueller has measured the capacitance ot nC?n11n~r 
Rochelle salt Cll~,:u\ensers :in an a-c 'bridge while simul-
~eously applying a d-c bias~g voltage.40 1n thi~ ~y 
the d1ele~tric constant is determined versus biasing field 
strength. This methqd is found to be satisfactory in 
- . . 
predicting. the -oper~tion ~r the n~n11near Qoodensers in, 
clrc~~ ·applications· ~here the bias really is d-c.. However, y 
in circuits .. her~ modulation is -to be obtained by super-
1mposin~ low rrequ~ncy a-c on the biasing voltage, the 
. ¢apac1tance and loas as ~ runcpion or time can not be 
. . 
correctly pred1ct~ from the measurements with d-~·bias. 
To obtain the necessary 1nform~tion.we have devised a.method 
~f applying a low frequency ~-c biasing voitage instead of 
(or ~- sddi tion to) d...c, and ot· measuring' the capacitance 
and loss :versus the pha~e.·of this .a-6 voltage. 
,2. Description ot_~pparatus~ 
The apparatus used for ~ost' of -the measurements at 
trequ~cies from one tenth to ~hree m.egacycles con~ists o~ 
-' . 
~-General Radio type 9l6-A imp~a~ce b~idge with a type 
70~-A beat-:tr~_queLcy .bsc~ator·. as '~ g~~~,rator ?lid a' Dumont 
'~y.pe 2~4 oiJ(~All~Qope. as':an :in4i6'ator.. ,A ,.,ide Q~q 'ampii'fi~r, 
. - -. ...- -
.~ho~ il?f _f~, .• , 7·~ is us~ ':be'twe~ 'tJle brid&~ :~nd' -th~r 6scli-;Lo-" 
.scope.. ·.~~e; ~pl;.ir~~;r ',~s' .~ voltage' gain of, ab~~ -,,(0. -.. At 
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, NOTE: CAPAe"TANCES ARE EXPRESSED IN. MICROFARADS 
AND RESISTAN.OES IN OHMS. RES!STORS ARE 
~'AtED AT ,/2 WATT EXOEP.T WHERE NOTED~ 
'SAC7 '., 
'.O.o'f "', 
"';,' ~2.5' ~2'K 
:::) "MH. 
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19. 
higher freq~encies than three megacycles a General Radio 
type 605-B sianal generator and a National type BRO reQeiver 
are ujed as generator and detect9r respectively. 
The aethod ot mo~t:l.n:g the sample 1s shown in tig. e. 
, . . 
The s~ple, not visible in this picture, is held in a spring 
clip wMch makes contact with b9th electrQdes and is ~_up-' 
ported by its lead wires, one of which connects to the 
ceramic bushing :In the center ot the picture, and the other 
to a ground term1na~ clos~ by on the,vertical panel. The 
ceram1~ sample 1s 1Bme~~ed in an oil bath in a cup about 
two inches in diameter. The cup is'suppor'ted by a coiled 
copper,tube soldered to ~t, through whicn a refrigerant 
can'be circulated tor cooling the oil bath. 
The biasing voltage connects to the pin jack visible 
on the vertical panel ~d is- by-passed to ground by a GOOS' 
mtd. condenser at this point. The jack also connects through 
, . 
a' 30 mh. eboke, Visible behind the .right end ot the ceramic' 
bUshing, to the term~l which the bUShing supports. 
The ~balance voltage from ~e bridge,after ampl~tica­
tioD, 1s applied dir~ctly to the vertical detlect~on plate~ 
ot the oscilloscope, i.e. ~ithout ~etection, so that the 
'ill , 
cathodEJ ~ay .beam is deflected at the measuri~'~ frequency. 
. 
'~e p~ttern on the scr~en of the oscilloscope thus takes 
,the ' for~, ot a horizolltal Iband, wh~ch is str~1.ght· it d~ bias 
. -
1s used on the nonl1n~r condenser. When. the crldge,is 
, . \ ' 
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20. 
The use of the oscilloscope as an indicator is 
esrecially valuable in measuring the capacitance when an a-c 
biasing voltage of lo~ frequen~y compared to the ~~asuring 
frequency is ,used instead of d-c. In this case th~ sweep 
pattern, when synchronized to the biasing v.oltage, dila.tes 
during,. those portions of the sweep cycle where, th~,capaci tance 
ot the specimen is poorly balanced in the bridge circuit 
and contracts during those portions where the napacitance is 
near the oorr~ct value ~o~ balance. If balance occurs at 
. 
any point dur~g the sweep cycle, then the: oscilloscope 
pattern closes at this point. Using, this method it is 
, , . 
possicle to measure the capacitance of the specimen versus 
the instantaneous Phase of the biasing voltage. 
J • 
It 1~ interesting'to note that ~ these't6sts the output 
~f the bri4ge really is an amplitude modUlated wave. By· 
ap~lying d-c in addition to ~ relatively small a-c biasing 
Voltage and by ,lightly unbalancing the bridge, the envelope 
ot the output as seen on the osc1l1Qscope can be made to 
. . 
reproduce more or· less faithfully the low. frequenct b1as~g 
. " 
~Qltage. In this. case the bridge circuit witn· the no~~r 
co~aenser functions as a ~inear amplitude modU1ato~. Not 
,,-ODly Clan the operation ot the ,noniinear condenser ~s 'an 
amplitude modulator be oQserved directly on the osc1~,iQscope, 
'1 but, it can· also be ,measured:accurateiy: by. the meth09. we hav~ 
",,' -,' ' :dEr"1s~d:' 11; ~s to be; $t~essed tlu;lt, we 'have 'Under:taken ,~o .' 
. 
. 
. ' ' 
, ,.' , 
~ ¥. ,~ 
: . 
-""y. - ,', 
~~ 1. >~~~, ".-: ~:::~~', "~" , . " 
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21. 
measure th~'£undamental properties of. the dielectric which 
pertain to its use in any modulator circuit .•. But if one 
seek~ in our work an exper1mentai demonstratiqn ot an, 
amplitude.modulator c1rQuit, ~ne has ~o look no further than 
our measuring apparatus. 
·~e dielectric constant of barium titanate is v~ry 
sensitive to temperature. Conseq~ently, we ~ave to make 
measurements both above and below ro~ temperature and we 
have to be able to hold the tepera ture constant ove.r a 
. 
per:!'~d of time. 
To raise the t~mperature above room temper~ture we 
use· a small electric heater below the 'oil bath and to 
reduce the temperature below room temperature we pump 
. 
some butyl alcohol first through a coiled copper tube in 
a dry ice bath and then through the copper tube around 
the oil bath ho1d1n~ the sample. The dry'ice bath 
consists ot a mixture of dry ice and. butyl alcohol in a 
gallon siz~ thermos jar. The coiled cop;per tube in the 
~ry ice bath, consi~ts ot two lengths it i !nch diameter 
cQpper tubing about ten teet long connected in parallel 
~d wound 1h. the form ot a coil. The pump is a ~ma+l 
celitri~Uial circulating pump. The Pum~1 dry ice bath and 
. 
oil bath are connected by rubber tubing which is insulated 
with hair felt. ~ adjustable thermostat (Fenwa1) mounted 
. ~ 
in the Qover (not. shC)wn) of the rectangular box shown in 




pump. Some difficulty is encountered in controllL~g 
the bath at temperatures sli~htly below ambient. In-
this case the heater is t~ned on cont~uously, the 
flqw of re~rigerant is throttled dovr.n to a trickle and 
the pump is operated only intermittently by means of a 
switch which is connected in series with the thermostat 
. . 
. 22. 
and turns the po!,er on for about two seconds during a 
cycle of about eight seconds. Witq these precautions, 
the temperature can be c~ntrolled ,automatically to within 
± 1 degree at any temperature from -50 to 1'1350 C. 
3. Determination of Dielectric Constant and Loas--
,The fundamental properties of the dielectric, namely 
the dielectric constant an~ loss, are to be determined from 
impedance measurements of a sample condenser. If the 
condenser has a capac~tance C, its ~pedance Z at a 
frequency W /2rr is normally written 
Z - 1 
- 3wc (111-4) 
The fact that Z is not a p~e reactance can be attributed 











l» C" 1s thus equivalent .to the conductance or .the condenser 
and 1s res[Jonsible for its, loss. 
The complex capac~tance of the condenser depends 'on 
the c6m~l~ perm1ttiv1tYe~·or the dielectric material which 
it contains. 
(III-6) 
where Co is ca~led the vacuum capacitance and.E. is the 
permittivity of free space. If ~ ..... E.' - i £" the 
~ 
r.elation between £~ and C mat be written 
£,' ct • E't cn 
'-'- - I _ - _ - (III-7) E. - Co Eo - CO 
E/£. i~ nor~lly called the dielectric constant an~ ~i£. 
is called the. loss factor. The ratio ot E" to ,£ I 1s 
c~lled the loss tangent • 
. 'The vacuum capacitance Co is determined by the 
electrode canfig~ation and th~ permittivity of free, space. 
For parallel plane 'electrodes 'of ar~a A and separation d, 
th~ vacuum'capacitance 1s 
,Cp = Eo t (II1-8) 
The vacuum capacitance can.be determined either from 
measurements of' the area'of the electrodes 8nd thickness of 
the- dielectri(! (eqe !II-8) or from the capac~~ce Ct , ,and • 
the dielectric co.nstall.t Ek: (eq. '11I-7) if the latter is 
. ~own. 
~ , 
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The-thickness is measured by means of a dial 
ipdicator gag~ betore the silver. electrodes are applied. 
The diameter of the spot of sUver paint is measured in 
~everal directions and averaged. An edge correction is 
necessary in order to find the effective area in eq. III-8 • 
Since we did no~ find an appropriate formula for high-
dielectric-constant materials, we have derived such a 
formUla by a simple Schwarz-christotfel transformation in 
Appendix A. 
OUr measurements ot area are relatively ll18ccurate, 
while the capacitance can be measured with good ~ccuracy. 
Theretore, values ot £~. are determ.1.ned initially 
tor difterent samples 01' the SaJi!.e material by substituting 
eq. 111-8 in eq. 111-7. 
(111-9) 
The Values ot Co are tiDally dete~ed trom t~e measured 
: values of C t by substi tut1ng the average ot. E.~o in 
-ct. 1II-7. The values. ot Co so obtained are at l:east 
c~lstent with the measured values ot capacitance. 
In ,interpreting the resuits ot the bridge measure-
men~s, .0nG has to be careful to make all the necessary 
. -
_o()rreotl~1 for ~tray capaoitance and inductance in the 
- . . 
1~a4 -wires and the choke col1. The stray capacitances 
,8nd.8dm1ttan~e of the choke col1 are effectively in paral-
. ( ... " -
. leI with the sample and can be measured all. {it once· by 
.. 
~ .. _ '- .. ~.... ' ... ~ ..... """'I'7~e;' .. ____ riM' ..... ,., __ •________ _ 




op~njng the spring contac~, on. the ,sample holder. ~e 
inductance and resistance- or the lead wires cap be measured 
, -
'by ~hort circuiting- the spring contact and amount to 0.1 + j46, 
~ q~s at a frequency or 10 megacycles. At 25 megacycles 
the ser~es inductance 1s p~act1cally in resonance with'the 
capacitance 'of the -sample. making th~accuracy very poo~ at 
. 
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IV. FOCPERDlENTAL RESULTS 
, 
1. Die1ectr.ic Con~tant and Loss Versus Field streng:th-
We have mea~ured the dielectric constant and loss at 
room temperature versus d-c and a-c field strength for 
barium ti tana.:te and for t}le mixture of barium and strontium 
titana.tes. The room temperature is below the ~1e point,--. 
for the bari~ titanate'and above the CUrie point for the 
mixture. As a result th~ die1ectr~c properties versus 
field strength are quite differ~nt for the two materials. 
'Fig. 8 shows the variation or t~. thai; is typical 
ot barium titanate,at ordinary temp~ratures with d-c bias. 
~e field strength is expressed in megavo1ts per met~r. 
This figure shows the values of dielectric constant at a' 
, , 
trequ~ncy of ~OO Kc for both increasing and decreasing 
f~_elds. The fact that ther'e is a diffe~ence is an 1ndicatio~ 
of hysteresis, but there is not nearly as ,much differenc~ 
here as that shown for Rochelle salt in t~g. 3Q. The loss' 
-factor under t~e same conditions is sho~ in tig!! 9 in w~ch 
the effects of hysteresis are more noticeable, but still_the 
loss tangent is q1l;ite s~ll~le.ss than t~~e percent. 
Fig. 10 shows tQ~ corresponqing field strength dep~~dence 
, . 
ot, E/~o at ~ ,frequency ot 10,1(c. .At this frequency~the 
value of ,~., v~r1es much more rapidl~ as a flinction6~ 
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t~ at 400 ICc. The loss factor und'er these cond1t~ons 
- ' 
1s shown in fig. 11 which indiQates a very strong hysteresis' 
effect. The inter,section ot the retqrn curve at ~OO on the 
vertiqa1 axis indica~es a rath~r,high remanent polarization; 
and the distance ot the min,1mum to,the lett indicates ~ 
coercive ~ield strength of ab~t-0.5 Kv~. This value may' 
be subject to a rather large error because the curve is 
drawn with so tew exper1m~tal points. In t1:g. 9 ~the cor-
. . 
responding value 'tor the coercive'fie14 strength is 0.8 Kv/M. 
The variation o~ -£~.. with 60 cycle a~ bias is' 
I -' 
indicated iii tig. 12. Here Ei'~. is plotted versus phase 
of t~e a-c biasing voltage~ The same data are plo11.tt:'Q. in 
tig. 13 yersus tield strength. Th,: latter f~gure shows 
substantially more hysteresis t~\ d08S fig. 9. SOwever 
the 1I08t str-1lC1Dg d1ftere~ce- between the results With d-c 
, , 
bias and ,With .a~ biss is '1ndicat~ in t1g. l4~ whi:ch ',8l}oWII 
the loss factor versuS 60 cycle ~!ald str8Qgth. This tigure 
. ,. ~ 
shows that with 60 cycl~ bias voltage the loss r~ses tQ 
... 
val'~es more than ten t1lles the highest, 'values wi th ~-c bias. 
This is not at all what one would expset and it is ve'r7 .. 
important because 'it indicates that barium titanate is 
practically useless' at norma'l temper,tUr~s' tor manr of the 
applicati~~' we have in ~d tor-~.DoDlinear.cond~ser. 
This was a ve~ di~appoin;~1ng discovert, but tortUliat~lf the 
.. " 
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As we have shown, -the dielectric constant depends not 
only-on the value of the d-c field strength, but also on 
its past historr'. In making a series of measurements it 
1s sometimes very awkwa~d to have to put the condenser 
through a prescribed cycle of voltages before each measure-
ment. The situation is further complicated by a slow 
drift of the dielectric constant following app~icat10n of 
any fixed· voltage. For these reasons we greatlr prefer 
to make measurements, exclusively with an a-c biasing 
vo1tage~ Accordingly we have adopted a method of measuring 
. 
·the dielectric constant and loss factor at the peak of the 
60 cycle biasing voltage. If the values are different at 
the positive and negative peaks, as they ~re in figs. 13 
and 14, then the two va1ue~ are averaged. The results of 
such a series of measurements are shown in figs. 15 and 
~6, giving the dielectric constant.and loss factor respect-
ive~y. Each point on these cllrves, corresponds to a different 
.amplituqe of the a-c biasing voltage. 
So ·tar we have measured the d~electric constant'of 
barium titanate ver.s~ fie~d strength by three differeut 
methods and e~ch method gives a d1ffe~~t result, as can 
be seen bY.comparingflgs. 8, 13 and 15. Th~ principal 
differences occur at low field strengths, how'ever, and are 
not' so important at the b:lgh field strengths. . . 
In ~e case of the m1xt~re of 75~ barium titanate aI!ct 
25% stronti~ titana~e, the situation is. quite different. 
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!he dielectric conatant TarsUS d-c field strength is shown 
in tia. 17. It turruJ out that the same curve is obtained 
.bT a-c aeasur_enta and there 18 no evidence ot hysteresis. 
!he oorreapODd1q 10.8 i8 qui t~ nall even ~ th a-c bias ~ 
!he 8Xplanat1~ ot these phenomena is that :In the case ot 
bariua titanate we are operating at a temperatur~ below the 
CUrie point, while .in the case ot the Ll1xture we are operating 
at .• temperatur.e above the CUrie point. This explanation 
receive. turthe~ cantirmatian in the measurements of dielectric 
proper tie. versus temperatUre. 
The results obtained for the mixture ot barium and 
strontiua titanates indicate that above tLe CUrie point 
the diei~ctric constant is a definite function ot the biasing 
. , 
field strength. Theretore we are enoourage0 to look tor a 
theoretical ex~lanation tor t~e nature of this function. 
our derivation i~ based on a s1mpl~ re~ation between electric 
displacement D and field strength E. 
where 0( and" are cQnstant at ~ given tempe~at~e. 
derivation ot the resulting equation, for E versus £ 
(£ :: dD/dE & £"=t' ) is ~1v~.~ Appendix B. 
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where 
'Eq. IV-1is plotted in fig. 18. If this figure is 
compared with the experimental curve of fig. 17, it is 
seen that the exper1menta~ values for barium-strontium 
titanate are given with good accuracy by eq. 1V-2 putting 
~ Y€ 0 = ~130 ,am -Eo:: 0.77 JAv /-. It is important 
40. 
to ~ote th~t sq. IV-2 'involves only these two parameters, 
the permittivity E. at low field strengths and the field 
strength Eo' which reduces e. to one halt its ini.tisl value 
e (-it Th~s tact greatlr simplifies the .work involved in 
measuring the nonlinear dielectric properties as a function 
ot te~perature, etc. ~stead of having to measure many 
poiJlts to determine a curve ot ~ versus field str~ngth, 
only two ~oints'are required to establish the two parameters 
which describe the entire curve. 
~t temperatures below the CUrie point, where hysteresis 
is encountered, the situation is not so simple, as our 
f 
measurements have sho1m~ Considerable divergence in S is 
possible at ~ ,i~en value of field strength. HOwever even' in 
this case it 18 instructive tQ determine the field strength 
, e l 
,Eo at .wlUch:~ ~s reduced to halt its initial 'Value. It 1s 
. also 1mportan~ to obtain some lIleas~f3 ot tj'le ,phenomenon . 
". . . . ~ 
'~d1cated inf1.g. 14. ~is 1.8 dona by av~rag1ng the maximum 
11/ . E'Y 
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obtained with the'bi~s' voltage turned oft. The peak value 
of the a-c field s·trength tor this measurement is adjusted 
to the' value Eo. The parameter measured in this way is 
4e/~ designated by' the symbol ~~ •• 
2. Nonlinear Dielectric Propertie~ Versus Temperature--
As one would expect, the dielectric constant and loss 
as functions vi temperature are 'very similar to the data 
given in fils.,l and 2, wi~h the exceptions that the high 
losses at -200 C in fig. 1 disappear and the Curie point tor 
the mixture comes at a lower temperat~e than that in fig. 2. 
The data that are of particular interest are the nonlinear 
. II . 
parameters Eo and ~ ~ifo •. The results for barium titanate 
are of theoretical interest because they show an~malies at 
the secondary Qurie point similar in some respects to those 
. , 
at the ~ie point. The results for barium-strontium 
titana~e are of practical 1nter~st because we find this 
material is preferable for use:1n'nonl1near condensers~· 
Fig. 19 shows the dielectric con~tant and loss factor 
of barium tItanate at low field strengths versus temperature. 
tram our measur,gments at 400 Kc. These,curves can·be compa~ed 
with fig. 1, which shows the corresponding results at-a -
~ .' ~ I.. , 
frequency of 1 Kc. The CUrie .point .is determined by the 
peak ~ the' Eh. curVe, ~iCh"o~c¢s at about +·1170c. 
The nonlinear c~racterfstics.. of ,bariUm titanate are'-
. 
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10 is ~e field strength required to r~duce S. to one ha.1f 
- ~ 
its initial ~alue. These results ar91lased on measurements 
with·a-c bias. It is interesting to note thQ·mintmum which-
occurs at the CUrie point and a second minimum occurring at 
~oPC, which cor~esponds to a secondar,y CUrie point. Fig. 21 
shows the increase in loss factor ~easuring·the phenomenon 
.oE'~ 
shoWn in fig. 14. 'Vaiues of /E 0 are plotted versus 
temperature. One notices the rapid disappearance of this 
phenOllenon above- the CUrie p04t. The s¢den rise at the 
'.secondary CUrie point, 100e, is also verT st~1king. The 
high losses were maintained at lower temperatures than 000 
but the,maximua field strengt~ was less than Eo for these 
temperatures. 
Fig. ;22~hows the ,dielectric'constant and loss fac~or 
at low field stre~tbs versus temperature for, the mix~Ure 
, I 
75% barium and 25~ s~~onti~ titanate. The c~rVe for .g~& 
indicates that the CUrie po~t, ~s 1~0. There is a dis-
cr~pan~1 of 200 0 bet .. e~. this value and the value indica tea 
in t1g. 2 for mater~l ot, presumably the sam~ composition. 
It 1s possible that there May have been enou8h actual dit-
, . , 
ference in the composition of these:mater~ls. to account for 
this. F1g. 23 shows the reciprocal of the gielectric constan~ 
vers~ t~~pe~ature. This' fig~e show~ agreement with the CUrie-
....... " ~., "' ' . .... " 
Wfi:1§.~l~ws~ o'otl) apov~" and below th,e CUrie .point, as· '-n<i1cated 
~. , ... ~ ~ ~ w' " '" , ,', 
by the straight lines· whiCh have ~e Qo~rect .r~lativ'e ,slopes, 
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shows the field strength Eo, which is required to reduce ~ 
to half its in~tial value, versus tf:jmperature. It is noted 
tha t the minimum, occurs at a lower va:Lue .and is broader than 
for pure barium titanate. A CUrie-Weiss law', derived in 
Appendix B, is valid for Eo above the Curie point. To check 
this w.., have shown Eo0/3 versus temperature in fig. 25. The 
fact that the e~per1mental data fallon a straight line above 
the ~ie point indicates that the coefficient @ in eq. IV-l 
1s a constant independent of temper-ature. Fig. 26 shows the 
increase in loss factor of the barl~ and strontium titanat~ 
-mixture resulting from a-c bias, and indicates I as one would' 
expect, that this phenomenon disappears above the CUrie point. 
3. ~lelectric Constant and Loss Versus Frequency--
One of the most surprising results of our investi&at~on 
. was the extre~e variation in dielectric eonstant and loss 
which we found in our samples of barium ti tana te as a fWlction 
of freque~c1. Fig. 27, for example, shows the real component 
.. 
of c~pa~itance of one of our samples versus :frequency, while f11. 
28 ShO~8 the corre~pond1ng imaginar,y or loss comPQnent ot 
capac1t~nce. Tbe loss component is perhaps more instrUctive 
because it shows a peak corresponding to' each resonance fre-
quency. The situation is even more, complicated than these 
'figures indicate, however, because what appears in the figures 
as a simple resonance, tor example at 500 Kc, 1s rea~y a 
complex p~tter.n with muCh f~er detail than we have attemp~ed 
,. -: ~ \' ~ t'" ''''1 "" ~ -, :' 
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to.'me~sure. The above r,esults were obtained with sample 
no. 4 which ~ad a Ipainte4 silver e~ectrode on the back. 
Tests at different field strengths iDd~catQ ,~t the 
resonance freqUencies 40 bot shift noticeably with field 
3~rE!ngth. 
We found that these resonances could be observed only 
if the dielectric is polarized. In ~e absence of an 
electric field or any remanent polarization, the effect 
,disappears c~pletely. Th~variation or loss facto~ as,a 
fun~t~on ot d-c field strength at one qf ,the r~~onance 
frequencies is ,shown in tig. 11, which {we ~ve alre~d;y 
discus~ed. This figure .. shows that the lQss due ta the 
remanent polarization, with no external. field applied, can: 
be, very pronoun~~. As a matter of ,tact'" the loss ~t a 
'reS9n~ce fraquenc;y .c~ be :ised' as a ve~1 :s,(msiti ve indica-
,,( tion Qf ~emanent polariza~1on. 
The, next step was tQ' study the etfe9t ,of temperature 
on thi's ~escmance phenomenon. Fqr this ~~st' sample no. 18 
,,:1;,th ;2 pl~tinuDt toil. eiect;rode w~s used. "~e resul,.ts ~re 
shown ,in :f'ig~ ~~. The, :tll~hest temperatur.e used for. ~is 
test'h~d to be ~elp.,the 'Cur~e ,point o~ barium, titanate. , 
. . ~. -~ ,,'" 
The· conductivitt and ppsi1bility ot. breakdown, at h~ih temp.~ 
-' ~. 
':,r~t~e ~C\e it ~poss"b~e· to apply ,the hi~h f'l,el¢ s~r~il~th: 
tor \ any' le~g:th or. time,"~t 14g~er. temperatures~ .The· >~eso"!". 
"~~6~~~d1c~t&d in f1g",:,'~9,are a,1~'~9~ ,mtir.~e' ,£:e~}j~~, t~. '-' 
; - ~ :thos~.~: t;~g .. ,' 28;' ~~ re~Qnance t~e~:uelic;es' did, ~Qt' s~eDi, t~'-
t _ , .... • ~, • ... 
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FRD ON PLATINUM 
FOL .0005" THICK 
Co ·.404 p.pf 
D-C FIELD STRENGTH 
3.28 Mvtn\ (300V.) 
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Th~ results ot a corresponding test of the,par1um-
strontium titanate aiJ~' ~l:lown in. fig. 30. Here 'it was })08-,. 
sible -to make measUrements at and abeve the CUrie point. 
These measureaents indicate that th9 res~ce·phenomena 
disappear above this point. Otherwise the results are not 
~ssent+all1 different than those tor barium titanate. 
From the- fact that 'the resonance,s are all so much 
more feeble 'tor samples with the platinum toil ,electr04es~' 
it was s~sed that ~:the resonances might be of a mechan1cal 
nature involving 'the whole sample in a na~al vibrational 
mode and t~t the platinum ~g!lt act as a damper which woul~ 
~eau~e the Q ot the, me cbani cal resonator. Th~ vib~at~o~s 
~ere 'assumed to be cot a type having the direct~on of mqtion 
par~llel to tpe flat surface of the disc. The resonance ' 
• 
frequencies-tor vibrations' at this type depend 'only on the 
- .. .' " -
radius of the'disc, not on ~ts thickness--which e~p~1~s' whj 
, ' 
we have observed resonances at about the 'same trequencies 
. ~.... . 
for s8mp~es of different thickness. To Check this 1nterp~et-
ation we' per,formed the following experiment 'propos~ by 
,R.L. Kyhl~ 
We measured ~lle loss ~omponent ot capaci tallQe versus' 
frequency of sa~ple no. 9, which ~s or-~g~"'\8117 o~ the same 
d18:1Deter as samples ~O. 4 and 5. The, result of this test 1s 
s~9wn in -~h~ top ctirye of fig. 31.' ~en we ch~pp~ ~leces 
'Qf .. ceramic! away frca tue I edge, thereby reducilig the diameter 
, ~ , , 
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SILVER PASTE ELEctRODES 
ELECTRODE THICKNESS 
.0033- TOTAl (APPROX.) 
D-C FIELD STRENGTH 
1.48 Mv/W\ (300V.) 
C'AT !OOKc 
j.{,)<f 
·BEF~E CHIPPING 315 
AFTER CHIPPING 306 
SAMPLE 9 






the electrodes. The loss component ot sample no. 9 after 
chipping is shown by the lower curve of fig. 31. These curves 
indicate that the resOnance, frequencies have definitely changed 
as a result of chipping ahq, that the resonance frequencies are 
roughly inversely proportional to the diameter. (The diameter 
has been msasured with rather poor accuracy). 
A further confirmation of the theory is obtained; trom a 
... 
calculation of the natural frequencies of vibration of a 
circular plate. The ratio of the c~r~cteristic trequencies 
agrees very well witb; 9ur e~p~riment. ~e details of this 
calculation a~e giv~n in, A,'ppend:l.x 0, ,wh:b~.a+so shows that 
a reasonable, v~luetor Yowig.t~ Jiiod~us can 'f?a- a-et~:yed frail 
the expar1m~ntal values, of r~~anan~ £requency. 
4. D-C Condu~~-iyi_ty and Br.ee.kdo~; stre:pgth--
The ~-c' cb~duct~vity a~ breakdpwn strength are '~dditional 
factors which determine the· usefUlness' of these dielectrics in 
, • -, • - ..... ~., p 
circuit ·app;L~cat:i.ons. W~ have haet som'ij, :.d,~ticult1 in o1?ta1ri1ng 
.reli~ble d~ta on these properties because vei7:gradual cha~es 
over a period of time are.involted. If a hi~:fi~ld ~t:epgth' 
is applied continuously the resulting current ,: 1fb,~h~)1 is \sJiaall 
to ~tart w1~hj 'apparently cau~es a st,eady deterio~~t1~n in 
\ . . 
the dieleotric so that the current· increases with time. 'This 
.... ." ' 
is aocompanied by a darkening of the d~~lectrid? visible 
-. . 
around tlie ed~e'of th~:eiectrode. Por:8X~ple.;.~amp1e DO. ° 16 
. 
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, , 
area .052 cm.2) was subjected to a field strength ot 
~ JAv/m at a temperature 500 0 for a period ot tour days. 
starting trom an initial value of about O.5,pa, the cur~ 
, 
rent increased at a more or 1e~s cOnstant rate of about 
60. 
• 5 pa per day. After remaining with the voltage turned otf 
for a week at-~90m temperature (25 to 3000) the s~ple was 
again heated to + ~000 and the sam~ field reapplied. The 
current was then only 11 pa, indicating that the deter10ra-' 
tion is not entirely permanent. This sample had previQus1y 
been able to withstand field strengths up to 5 Kv/m at a 
temperature ot 12000 for short periods of time. 
A. similar test on barium ti taalta, sample no. 5 
(thickness .0196 cm •• effective area .104 cm.2) at a field 
strength 2.5 JAv!m and a' temperat~e~50C indicated that the 
current reached a saturation Value of about 0.1 pa takirig 
about 8 hours to reach 70% ot this value. 
The breakdown strength ot barium titanate is quoted' at 
from 4 to .16 Mv la and a maximum operating field strength of 
8 Jl.v/1l1 has been proposed.28 Since the real danga);, trom 
operation at high field strength is not so much a sudden 
breakdown as a sl~v deterioration, we are inclined to ~eel 
that the latter figure should b~ revised downward. We pro~ 
pose'a maximum ot 2.5 Xv/m for continuous operation ~nd 
-, ' 
4 JAv/m for the maximum instantaneous field strength. - It 
7 " . ', 
would require ,lite tests for a considerably longer p~riod 
'. than' ,we have a~tempted, -however, 'to make sure that even 
I 
.. 












• u ~. 
these proposed values of maximum field strength woUld be 
acceptable tor engineering applications. 
81. 
We have measured the conductivity- ot barium titanate at 
relatively weak fields aliowing some time for the. current to 
reacp an equilibrium value in each case. 
shown in t1,. 32. 
. :" ~, 




The, results are 
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v • ~HEORY OF ]FERROELECTRIC DIEJJID~ICS 
1. Introduction-
Until r,~eDt17 the ~ materials kn~WJl to haTe 
significant nonlinear dielectric proper~1ea .ere certain 
piezoelectric crystals known as -S.1enette-electrics", 
63. 
the prototype of this class being Rochelle salt. (ael de 
Selgnette).35(P.7) These orystals are "rerrDeleotr1c~ at 
certain temperatures in that the D'Tersus ~'cbaracterist1cs< 
sho"" .hyster:esis like the B Taraus II character1stigs ot iron. 
The titanate ceramics which we have studted are likewise 
• 
ferroel~ctric, as .e have alreadr indicated. !herefor. the 
si~~ric~ce or t~~ ~'Baul ts ot our _.sur_ents can b. 
tul11 appreciated o~7 in comparison with the corresponding 
,. 
prope~ties of Rochelle salt. Since Rochelle salt has been 
studled in greater detail, it is believed worth while to 
summarize at this point sa-e of its· pert~ent dielectric 
properties, aDd ~o discuss some of the theories applicable 
to f.erroelectric materials in general. 
, " . 
" 
2. Some Dielectr1c Properties of Rochelle Salt--
Rocheile salt. 1s ~racter1zed by an electric axls 
(nor~l17 designat~ the'X-axls) ±n which direction 
~o~~ous d1e~ectr1c '~roperties are observed~35(P.5l0) 
~e dielectr1c·cari~tant in this directidn varies enormouslY 
with temperature, t1el~ strength and strain~ The dielectric 
constant; ot the,!ree crystal at low field 8trengt~' is. shown· 
versus 'teiapera~e in fiB. 33.,41 At .temp.eratures' between 
0; 
t, 
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EemaDeDt poIarlzatJOD P .. ooereI,.e lorce E. and dielectric: conttant lor small 
fields of Rochelle eal~ JD':!:!! lerroelectric tempera'ure raDle. 
lJ" 2(r 0" 0" 
p(llnrl7~lIll1n I'ur\'!'" cof IlCOI'hl'III' .nlt. 1'1IJ~'r w,,: rur "'IIII~'I~lllIrt" nhll\.' Ih., 
UI'Pl'r ('urlc'IM,lnl. Ico\\I'r NIli': 1I~~",rt .. l, IfHI,I< fIll' "'IIIIH'r:tlllrt',. h.'I""'/llh., ('III'i,' ,Hlh"., 
.. 
-lsOC and 1-23. rfle the dielectric constant of the tree 
crystal in the £requency range 50 - 10,000 cycles/sec has 
a minimum ot about 200, and rises at these 11m1ting temp-
eratures to very high values (> 1400). Bet.e~ these 
temperatures' Rochel1e.~alt ,is,terroe1ectr~c, as eTidenced 
65. 
by t-A~ hysteresia dialrams shC?,1Ol in the l~er row in £'g. 34,. 
fbese diair~ were obtained by Kueller41 by the methQd ot 
Sawyer and Tower.42 
ft,. 35 shon a typical result :in this range or temp-
ei'ature for the capacitance measured in an a-c bridge versus 
bias. !hi. tigure ~1cates hysteresis in that a difterent 
value. ot capacitance is lIleasur~ at the same value ot d-c 
vo1tsie depending on whether the Toltage i8 incre~s1ng or 
decreasing. The curves on the right side ot the fi~e are 
apparently travers~ in a clockwise d~ectiOD and vise-versa 
01\ the other side. 
At temperature, ~ust below -laoe, ud '~ust a1:i~ve .,.. 23. T>c 
the dielectric constant .can be expreaaed 'b7 Qiri."'et.a laws 41 
w~ch '&l'a anaiOloua to the oon"~OI1d1n, law to'!: the para-
magnetic :susoeptibil1ty ot b •• 50 ,ja a r.suit: of this analol1 
, . 
these tempera ~.i are e;.u .. ' ~1. 1'~1:D.t.. .... ~ 8xaJIlpl~, 
• , '_ '0 .. -
. the CUr~e""'e1la law .tor the' ~1.eleo~J.c oaa..tant ~t l..o. field 
. ·'0· s~ren,tbs in the temveratur. raq, 24: to,. 32 ,C 1. 
E, _ iI!" ...;C:....:!,-F. - f ~ to 
. where 
o = 2240°1: 
f = :absolate temperature K 
!o:: ~96~1-1: (23.000) , 
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67. 
and tram 32°0 t~ 50°0 this equation 1s valid with s11ghtl1 
different constants. 
C ':' 1710°5 
· Tc ~ 298.4 i: (~5.·300) 
a similar law is ~alid 3ust below _18°0. 
It is to be noted that the values ot Tc are slightly 
different fr6~ the temperature (23.70c) at whiCh the dielect~i~ 
con!itant reaches its 'maximum value. Th~. va·lue ot Tc Is genei!-. 
ally called the CUrie temper~$ure. (to be·distinguished here 
fro. the cUrie Itp01l1ts'" 23~"o0 and -l~oC). 
Above the upp&r curie po~t (23. ~~) t)1e hysteresis 
disappears, or in other words the D V8. B characteristic 
follows the same curve a~ceDd1ng and 'descending. !his il 
, shown in the upper row of os~:i.l~gr8Jlls in fig. 34: Q It i •. 
importaut to reco~~ze tho.~ although hyster~s1s dilappears: 
.the relat1on,of D vs. E 1. neverthe~e8s still nonlinear. 
In this ·range pi temperature, MUeller'a technique ot 
measuring the 1nc~_ental dielectric 'ccmstant in ali a-o· 
, \ 
bridge with· ~ d-c b'ias1ni voltage, 1s -espec:!allt useful am 
. , ' 
giTeS 'reproducible resuits wbich~ahow accurate agreement 
. ~ . 
. with. the values predicted theQretica:J.l.J. TJte tOl'llUla ~etwe_ 
, ,.. 
fieid,. strength~ d1electric",cCllstant ~ temperature derived 
41' 
. . b,y j(Uel+er "ill,' , 
'. x' =, 
4·tr{E, ·'El,· 
·E,~. ' 
( • ~ I 

























tc • )( . 
permitt1vity at weak fie14s , 
permittivity at field strength E 
temperature Centigrade 
CUrie. temperature (23.00C) 
13.5 
68. 
H = 800 (c.g.s. electrostatic units, used in this equation) 
The excellent agreement between thj.s formula and the; 
experimental resttlts is nhown in -tig. 36. 
Ec!. V-2 is consistent with our eq. ~-2, which may be 
derived 'from it. However, ~ueller's equation involves the 
CUiie-Weiss law, whiCh is not a necessary ,condition in the 
derivation of eq. IV-2. Fpr~he~or~~ it is not immediately 




It 1s interesting to note that 'eq. V-l,~Ou1d give 
n~gative values of~, 1£ extrapola'ted below ,the CUrie point. 




never found in ~ture because SUCh a dielectric would be 
inherently unstable •. For example, an'R-C circuit, with a 
canden~er cOLtaining·such,a dielectric, would have transients 
with a positive expon~p.t1al. Thus" instead of being, in tbe 
~stable unpolarized state at temperatures below··.·the CUrie 
. ' 
,point, a Rochell~' salt crystal is made.up of a number o~ 
. ' . 
distinct domains' each Qt wh~ch is spontaneoUsltpo~r1zect 
:><,:T " . 
,til' a d1'rect10~ ,e1 tiler parallel or. antiparaUel to the X-a1C~~!' 
, • • _ .. 1 
The domain structure of Roche~le sa~t is well s~pported 







Burkerts powder45 on tr.~ ~urtace ~t ~'he~ted 9~stal·tn~ 
oppositely charged regi9Ds correspona~g to:tb~·doma.1n~ 
• _ (""- • t 
become eVident. From a study ot the dlist patte~s,,: 'the 
~ -~---
size ~d shape :0£ the domains can be ~scer.~ain~a}. _ .~e._- -- -::.. ~. ____ _ 
-
thick in the y, direction ,and 1 em. Qr more 1n.' ~t~tpar~ll~I- _ -
to X and Z. ~5 (P. 7.07) D1tf~}:"e~t ~~sts. ·on :j;he 'Sain~- 3pec~_ --. 
" 
give es~en~:ially the s~e patte~. 'tur~~rmore ~here is an 
electrical Barkhausen ~tfect,40 indicatini·a~scontinUOUS 
3umps in the process of polarization as the field is 
~radually inc~eased. 
The .domain theory is useful. in 1nterpre~1ng hysteresis 
and . remanen~e. It the polarized domaill,s ~re oriented in a 
r~dODl tasMon, they tend to neutral~ze each other and no 
net polarization is obserTed ext~rnallT. It, however, th~ 
. . 
domains are made to' point in the same dir,otiOll bY" apply~g 
an'electric ~ield,'then when the t1ela is reaoved·the 
domains do not ~oapletely neutralize e~ch othe~ and a 
. permanent state Qt e~ectrification remains which is demo~str­
&pl~as ht~ter~sis or remanence. 
,~~, noril~,ear dielectric ph~a._ ljl''t,he temperature 
, ~, ... . . 
r8n&~' "abQve, the, 'uppe~' Curie PQ~t as ~_tat,ed ~; ,JIue~er".j 
. , . 
" . 
. :e'~h 'V~:'~4 ~ontil'med bt eXper1ilent can tJ~ .d.r1ved~, a. 'w_ 
" I ,. 
, ~ . .-
~ -~ I ' 
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shall show in Appendix B, from a relatively simple relation 
between the electric displacement D and the field strength E. 
E ::c. 0(. D t- (& D3( 
where 
0( = !.. :: ...L (T - Tc) E. Eo,C (V-3) 
(l = constant' 
Eq. V-3 can be extrapolated slightly below the CUrie point to 
.p.etermine values of the permittivity ot a single 'domain, but 
it shoUld be emphasized that the~esults'so obtained do not 
necess~riiy agree accurately with observed values tor an 
aggregate Qf domains. It T~ Tc then 0( is negative and the 
condition D = 0 1a unstable,as"we have indicated., However, 
there are now two,othe~ stable solutions tor ~ wh~ E = O. 
These are 
(V~) 
These sol;~t1ons correspond to the spontaneol'S polar1za tian 
, -
with its \~irectlon either p~rallel or antiparallel to the 
'X-ax1s~ Tbe reQ1pro~al ot the dielectric constant is 
(V-5) . 






Eq. V-6 thus expres~~E the CUrie~!eiss law valid for 
temperaturp.s slightlv below the· Curie ~oirt. This law is 
coofirmed exper!!!lentai~.y-· ,in the cas~_ of Rochelle s~+tand 
the value of C' ~:.,the.-"same. as immediately above the CUr-ie -:. _T_ _ __ _ _ _ 
40 point. Ho~ever, t~e CUrie temperaturp.~Tc in this ¢sse is 
-.~ -
abOlt 24.SoC ~~~;~ ·to3'23.Q~G above the Curie P9i~t,! 
- ---.,;:;..... --~ ~ 
" 
, ' 




















VI. CONCLUSIONS ~ PRQPOSED APPLICATION§ 
1. General Conclusions--
We now consider the question of the suitability 01' 
barium titanate and bar~um-strontium titanate as nonlinear 
dielectrics for circuit applications. We have seen ~~t 
bar~um titanate has two rather serious disadvantages at 
normal temperatures. In the 1'irst place, the losses are 
;/ 
~omentarily excessively high during p~rt of the cycle of 
a low frequency biasing or ~94ttlat~ voltage. Sec9ndly; 
the mechanical resonances ~ause severe fluctuations of 
the dielectric properties as a function of frequency. 
On the'other hand, the dielectric constant is relativelt 
constant over a wide range of temperature. 
In the case 01' ~a~aum-strontium titanate these' dif~ 
ficulties can be avoided by adjusting the composition so 
that ~be Curie ,point comes just below room temperature. 
Operatio~ at a tempc~ature just above the Curie point ~as, 
t~e, additional advantage that hysteresis 1s not found in 
~hisrange of temperature. However, the initial dieiectric 
constant and the field strength required to reduce it to 
72. 
, half ~he rinitiai value depend very critically on ·temperatUre 
~ this range. Even so, the depend~~c~ of dielectric 
, . 
const~t ,on 'tenlperature, at a given' f;teld strength 1s not, 
as cr1tic~l as .might be suPpo~ed'i becEluse the decrease in 
.• inl'tlal dielectric 'coDstailt'and the increase in the field 
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• 
required to reduce it tend to compensate ~ch other. The 
resulting variation of dielectric c9llstant wi-th f'ielQ. 
strength at different temp.eratures is shown in fig. 37, 
calc~ted from the 4ata given in figs. 22 and 24. 
We have sho~n that desiraple nonlinear dielectric 
propertie~ can only be foun~ ~t temperatures above. the, 
Curie point. In this case the allowable temperatur~ 
range is a fundamental I1mi ta tion. If' th~ temperature 
is' too high, Eo may be larger than the breakdown' strength, 
in which case the. dielectric 'eonstant is insensitive to 
the '~tta1naple electric fiel~s. In order to compare the' 
. . 
. operating temperature ran~esof different nonltDear di-
73. 
electrics we arbitrarily set ~s an upper l1m~t the temp~ 
era~e·at .hich Eo is equal to the maxim~'operattrig field· 
'" 
strength, and as a lower limit, the CUrie point. If the 
value 4 Mv/a is ·taken as the maximua field s~rength.Qt 
bar~um-strontium titanate, the limiting temperatures are 
~ . . 
Tmin == 15°C, Tmax = 58.50 C. The corresponding ~~mperatur~ 
range for Rochelle salt can be calculated froll Mueller's ,- ~ , 
'data~O If the ~~Wn t1elq' strength-: ·tor Rochelle' 'salt is 
" " assUlle~ to be·l Jl.v/m. the l:l.m~t1ng tem:peiatlires .re 
.' . 
Tmin = 23.7°0, TiBaX - 3+.5°6., . The -vallIS 1 ...,/- 1. 
. 
ch'asen b~9~~e 1~. 1s the highest field,' strenath ua80. by . 
. . ~KUQller. 40 Accor41n& tQ' th~s",~'f'lgures th~' bar1U11l-.t~oJ}.t~UIl 
~ I • ~ - ". .!. . .I , 
, 'titanate. is a usetul nonl1ilea~dielectric 'over :alllost ,six-
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Furthermore Roc;:ilelle 'salt is piezoelectric in tl-..1s range 
of ~empGrature and will have ele~tromechardcal resonances, 
which are avoided in the ~~ramic. 
From the experiment in which the res~nge' f~equencies 
were shifted by chipping the edge of the sample, we concl~e 
th~t these resonances ~r.e of a mechanical nature and that 
they mus~'be caused Qy·an 1.Pterac"tion p~tw~en the electric 
fieid and the mechanical deformation.of the dielectric.' In 
-. ' ..-
the mo~t general sen~9, acc~r91ng to Cady~5(p.1ge}the term 
nelectrostrict~on.'app~ies to any 1nt~~act+dri phenomenon Qt 
.thi·~ ·sort. - According to the dict1~r1,S3 the te~. ,~p1.;~~ 
electric~ttn is used, only when eleotric charg~ can. be 
~~rierated as a res~t of pressure. E~ectro~t~lcti6n.is a 
comm9n property' of all ~at,~i~ls, bu~, ;according t~ Cady~5{P.5) . 
oplya few.crystals ~re.~atur~itJ p1ezoelect~ic. In £act no 
isotropic ·med-il.Uil ca~ ;pe piezoelectr.:f.c. However, sOl!le l!0n-
,. ~ -
'crystall~e and~olycr.ysta~l~e substances can be made 
~rt1ficiallJ p1J:~zoel¢.ctric '~;y eleQtrical .p~lariz~t1~o ~p(p.2~) 
An nelectretn; for example, is p!ezo~~e~~~icft~3~ measUre-
. -
ments' indicate that barium titanate, toq, ~s 'piezoel~ctr1c~ 
at temp~ratures below the CUrie'point if it'h&s'elther-
induced or remanent ~o~rizat~e The piezoelectric .ettect. 
is a disadvantage :1h some respects, . as we haTe seen~ but on 
the~ other band tber@' ,may be' Usetul appl,icatiqDS tor 'barium 
. titana t-e as a ·p~e~oeleotrlCl med1Ura~ .we' :c~n' 'Dot make any 
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2. Kiscellaneous Cirouit ~pp11cations--
The first ,circuit to be considered is the o~cil~ator 
shown in .fig. 38. In this diagram there are. two nonlinear 
condensers each designated C1 and represented bf a new 
characteristic symbol in order to d1at1n&u1sh them fram 
conventional condensers., !be inductances marked Lc are 
the usual choke coils and the cond~er. OJ· are the usual 
by-pass or blocking condensers. When the circuit is 
oscillating properly, an a-c voltage V1 appears across the 
inductance ~, so th~ ~-c voltage acros~ ~ch condenser C~ 
is iVl- This voItage 1s small compared- to the control bias 
Vo which determines th~ effective value ot 01 in accordance 
with the curves shown in fig. 37. 
The frequencY o~ oscil).ation is determined by: the 
1nduct~(Je ~ and the capacitance tOl • 
(VI-1) 
Thus if the Qapacitance can be changed by a 'ratio ~:1, 
the' .. 1'reqtit:m~Y c~. in this way be controiled over a range 
1.4':1. The circuit shown in the figUre with two eq~1 
cond~ns$ra ~l tend~ ~o reduce the even harmonics Qecause 
, 
the qonde~sers operate in "push pullft as far as the oscil-
lating circuit 1s cohcern~. 
The use of a noril1neat RoChelle salt condenser to 
, . ' < ,~ ~" .. 
, c~tro1 the frequency 'of ,Sil- oscil;~tor' was demonstrated at 
low ~,~equency .by ~eller ,in. 1.9~3. 46 .Citq,ui1;;s: ,operating on 
, ~ . ~  -
this ,pr~~~p~e co~d p~ USed at. ~gher treq!JeDcies t() 
,-',~ .~. < I ~ " .:~ 
" 
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FIG.#. FREQUENCY CONTROL .BY ~~ONLINEAR 
,~. CONDE'NS'ERS· 
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78. 
·<replace ~e;reactaIlce tubes used for automatic f~equencY' 
control and f'req1i~9i iIlodul~tion. 5 ,.oscillators with .vario~ 
tYl)es,o~ ~esi8tan~e-capacttance feedb~c~ using ~everal non-
. . 
linea:":" condensers CO!1troll~ by a caamon cia. ~ould be 
. ' 
operat8d in a s1miiar manner' over a'w1~er range ot trequency 
, 
than' :the circuit shoWn in f1i.3' because the fr.equencY' ot 
this type 01' .oscillator 18 inverselY' 'proportional to the _ 
ca~c~~ce rather ,than to its square root.' Circuits 01' 
thi~ latter tY'pe might aiso t1n~ use~ appl1catlons.3 
'"The circUit shown in t1g. 39 iDak~s use of ',the nonlinear 
condenser to generate harmonics of the app11ed,tundamen~1 
. .. 
freq,uency. 'The values 9t Lt. and 01 are tu...:3d' to resonance 
a t the· tund:amental . or i:nput trequ~Cy, wMla La and 02 are 
tuned to the harmonic trequency. The iield' strength at the-
. " " 
fundamental trE!quenoY' is .go high in QODdenser 03 tbat,:IV-2 
is Dot· h.elptul in ~ly~1Dg the operation of this· ~ircuit,. 
-. 
Instead. one would make'~e of' the orlg1na~'relat10n bet.e~n 
D and ~.g1ven by.eq •. IV-l. 
1 0(': .-£, 
It 16 1 . 
-. r' = Ff f:S' E2. 
~ . . I . o· 
(IV-I) 
.. ' i'he deta~led analts~' ot the ,opera·t±at ot this circuit 
'.i~'.a r~tber ,~omi>lex .. problem ~~'ch. co~d' ·~ppr~p~1~teJi 'be, 













but it is' relatively easy to see that ha~monics must be 
. 
generatJd beb~use the current and ~oltage cannot both be 
,s1nusoid~ ~ nonlinear circuit element if the amplitudes 
are' high. It is also clear that the al.propriRt~ harmonic 
frequency, if 'generated, wil~ be delivered efficiently to' 
th~ output. Harmonic generation by means of a nonlinear 
condense,r is very similar in· princip,le t·o harmonic generation 
, ' 
with a nonlinear inductor9,l3 or 'with a norilinear res~stor_ 
Another circu.it making use of nonlinear condensers is 
the alllpJ.i tude modu1~ tor shorln in tig ~ 40. In this circuit 
• r-f ·power is 1ntr~duced in the pr~ary L3 o£ a transformer 
wit~ balanced secondary'~1nd1ngS L1 and L2- The secondaries 
are-then connected to the output in QPposition. A condenser" 
C2 comiect~. across the secondary winding ~, is tuned nearlJr 
·to .resonance while two'nonlinear condensers Cl,are c9~ected 
~ series across LJ.. Thus if lCl = ',C:a.1.the Voltages appearing 
across each secondary are equal and they c~cel .as far as t~e 
output, 1~ concerned. If C1 change~ by a ,small amount as a 
, ' 
result of' a ~hange 1:n d-c. b'1as, or as a resul~ of a small d~c 
, ' " ~ 
',si~nal volt'age~ the ,r-f ,voltage across· winding LX wiil l1ke-
'w~se c~p;lge ,and will lail to- c~cel that across L,a'. The.' dif-
~~rehce vQl~age app~rs at the output terminals. ~t. 
slo1r~Y' v~rying or 10,,", freqUEl~c11nput·,s~~~ ,"s_.!'Fp11Eld in:., 
. - [, 
stead ot d-c, then the' -circuit. cali operate 'as a .. balanced 
j • • ~ - ~,. .. * ( 
i'~o~ula'to~'I' .or it the: ~-c. ·1:?ias .'~s ~h1tted sligh~l1 ,the. same 
~ • • , I' ~ 
Q:S;r.9td;t' :c~, oper~t. ,as'~~' unb~~ce4 1!i¢u;J.ator. .:1n. _nt:Ch ~ase' 
'~h~~'~VEJ;t(\pe ~i' :the. ·output :VQftag~: ~:s, .~·,t.¢s~le,·ot:the ' 
r " ' ~, • \ 
. ' . 
• 1 
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The circuit shovln in fig •. 40 is just one ~ample ot 
the many ways 9f obtaining 'amplitude modulation with a 
nonitnear condenser.' OUr measuring circuit is another 
. . 
e~ampie, and can ~e used to de~onstrate amp~~tude,mOd­
ulation by this means. 
81. 
The amplitude mOdulator ,circuit has some interesting 
poss"billt1es when its analogy to the magnetic ampl1f'ierl ,20 
. -
1s considered. 'Like the magnetic amplifier, this circuit 
,can be used to control a relative~y lar~e amouqt. of r-t 
P9wer with a small amount· ot 10. frequency signal power, 
- ' 
,and the the~ret1ea+ ~im1t·o~ power ampl~f1c~~1on is equal 
to the ratio of the r-f ca~rier frequency to the h1ghe~t 
sl~l frequency to be 8JIlpl1fied.' It has the advantage that 
it can operat~ at higher.freque~cies than the ,magnetic 
• • 
:ampli.fier.. ~t i41ght' be useful" for example~ as a modulator 
in te1e~one car~ier systems'~here cO~Fer-ox1d. rectifiers' 
,;are used at present. Tbe,dielectric~mOdulat9r would in . 
• It • ~ 
this case amplity the signal 1nste~d ot attenua"t;1ng 1 t ~d . 
:wOuld' be scarcelY.' allf more c~mplica.ted-':than th. copper~1de 
m~d~tor.· 
'. Th~ p~tput ot t4~ ampl1~ude'.llodulator' -can be cozmected 
- -. " # • • ~ 
to a 4~ula'tQr us:lJlg a err. tal rect1tier, tor ex~p1e, 
. . 
. ~ saple- 8ilpl1t1cat1O#lia' ~.~s~ed! ~"is '1nd1qated in. 
~ . ~ .,.. 
. , -
t1C~ . .,1" .'Thf~ ampl1d1~~ 1s-,e~ 1nte1'8s1;iq' DOV~l,.tl 3n ~~ 
:i.lf.Use~;:'~o· ~~9~'i~~~ al'tho~h 'it. d~es· ~,eq~;e ah1gh 
.' ' " .':<'tr'~ueliCT' ~q~c~: ot po, •• , .0. pr.ct1:oal ,.pp11l:at~~.: ;tor:-
• '>~, fI "._:~ • • ,,' • ~ _ c"' - " 
._ ·tJl1s· b~~c~:i.t .~.' en'ris~g~' "t, thej ~pres'ent t1ae., 
.~ .. < • J • '. : ~ , 1 _ - ,'. ~ ". • \ , .. .. ~ I 
I· ',' , ~ '-
r 
i . . . 
I. " I ',; J . . 
¢ :' 
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3. ,AppUcation as a P~se )(odul~tor-
~e modulatlop of frequencY' and amplitude ~s alreadY' 
been considered. To complete the picture, rig. ~2 shows a 
c~rcu1t ror'phase modulation consisting ot a-ladder network 
- with series capacitance and shunt- inductance. The phase 
82. 
shift per. sectiqn, which depends ,on the value ot the capacitance, 
can be controlled by a d-c bias or bl a low frequency modulating 
siiD8l and the total phase shift of a networi ot N ~ectlons-
will be • times this value. 
A linear rela~iOD betw,en applied voltage and phase 
shift 1s an ~portant ·ob3ect in the d.slgn ot a circuit ot 
this type. However the relation between dielectric constant 
and field strength in fig. 37 is tar tram linear. To correct 
for this we· have chosen a particular ladder network which 
ha~ the desired- coapensating nonlinear relation between capa-
citance and pPase sJ::dtt per section. The results whiqh we 
- . 
will desc;r1be ca~ot be obta~~ with t~e series-L, shunt-C 
ladder network. ·At a frequency WhlT the phase shUt 
per section is given bY'18(P.l94~ 
o 
cos A. _- 1 ___ l~·...... 1 lx 
- T' -.- 2-.,"f.lCl:: .. 01 (VI:..2) 
,where 
:(VI~) 
The d:IJD.8Dslons ot the non11ne~r condenser are chosen' so that 
t~e capacitance 1s Cix .assum1ng that . ~6:~ llOO. 
~,,~;:,.--... ;-~~~.- ,_~..,~_J ;.: .. ~ .. -':':'.>·~"'7,,«~,-·.':"~'~;"r ~': ,.:::f'\.~\" (?-~ - .... 
.. ',~" 1'\,,' .) ", ~ , ~ ,~. ~_~-f"",.",u_,~h"" ....... ~ ... ~e.-'41~":'<4::~. -.l(";:e.~~"".4~,, .. -lt~~:''';~J~\.''''~'_~) • .;... , 

































on the basis of eqs. VI-2 and V1-4 'and the data giyen in 
fig. 37'we have ~alcula~~' the phase shift per section or a 
~ . ladder network-and the results for different temperatures are 
., 
. . 
'shown in fig. 43. This figure indicates that the moduJation 
characteristic is nearly a straight line and 'that each section 
can furnish phase modulation of at least .:29 degrees. 'In 
each case the graphicaliy caiculated second harmonic distortion 
is less ~han two percent. 
The characteristic 1Wpedance of the mid-series terminated 
ne~work isl8(p.194) 
R - ,/ L. . I _ t - V.C I - 4 fA) .. Cj'L - (V1-5) 




The latter. result indicates that if the termination 1s , 
~ 
matched, to the characteristic 1lIlpedance when 01 ::::,O~, i.e. 
'. ..' ~. 
RO = Rtx,. then 'th~ reflect:ton co.~ft1'c:i.,ent~ (Ro -~ :f1t}/(Rd+- Rt) •.. 
wil~ b~' very sDUll1 even it. O~ cban~es ~:sl~gh1ilt~. ~t, .1s .1pi-
port.aI?-t. to prev.:~t reflections, 1il thts 'l)~j;~~~k be,¢ailse' a, " 
. refle·~ie.d' signal ~an interfere- ,Wit~ ·tHe d~rec~.iY :.1;.~a,ns~~tted~ 
. • -'I... " ~. ... ~. -:. ~~ _ .. ~ ... ,.., ." 
. .. .. . 
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sHaNT - L L:ADOER NETWORK 
"USING '(Ba:-Sr) Ti03 CAPACITORS 
WHERE: 
'c' . - I x- -2Ca)2L 
COS A = I-~ 
-'" C 
~ ~ e,'Ieo 
'ex - 1100· 
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,s~g1.lal. 'thereby causing s~ur~Ol!S results.. :If' 'Be and ,~ 
t;lre :?pecif1ed, ,Clx and L can be der1v~ f;t'Oril ,th~m ma1.<~~: 
use of eqs. v1,~ and VI-6.' 
It: 
,0' • 
-,' w' , (VI-8) 
It is import~t,to,bear in mind that a 'sig~l trans-
mitted ~~ this' network suffers a 6elay ~d that the delay 
time ,per seqt~onis7(p.~7~) 
t::: d: 4 (VI~9) 
d.,/~ 
Noting tha·t • 
a'!, cos + = -'SinfaJ =. I d «N, w30 L c., (VI-IO) 
~d puttins C1 :: Clxl we have 
1: - I -





Anfrtne d~lay for H sections is N times this value.' 
It is clear that in order to mod~ate faithfully at' 
high audio fre~uencies the ladder network, should be 80 
• • ,I 
designed that the tgtal delay is less' than one-balf cycle of 
the highest audio f~equency with -which ~ t 'is to be ,modulated ... 
, , 
It this frequency is "'~ 7T we ha:ve I 
.. 2.N ~ 7 rr ' (VI-12). 
w .........; IN' 
. ~ 
'and the max~um permissible numbe~ of sections'is 
.' ' . -,r·w 
.. -~-- - - -..x, .... ~ " 
, . ~ .. ~z. 
. , ~' . , 
(Vl-13l, 
, ' 
,,~e l~dd~r netwo~k is e~sentiall7 a· modulator 'o.t' ,p~se. _ 
, ,-
~~,":1~ tor~' th~ b~s~s' of a' frequency lI~~a:tl~ system '1~ · , . 
, . 
, I 
" lI' • 








is neces~ary to pre4,istort the modulating signal so the.t 
th-u low fre(~ ue~cies are emphasized in "inverse proporti<?~ 
to' f " .. 2 requency. This is done by the' resistor and condenser 
. . 
87. 
R~ and, C2 connected to every other section. This resistor 
and ~onuenser also act as' a fii~er tQ preven~ undesired 
leakage of- the Cail"ier frequenc~. The time constant of the 
W'/.2.TT .' 
resistOl' anCl cond~nser determine a lower limitAto the modulat-
irig frequency.· 




'As ~ n~er1ca! example we w111 design a ladder netwq~k 
, 
wIth ,the maximum number.of sect16ns for a· carrier frequency 
o!"500 Kc .~d tor mOdula~ing treq~ncIe$ from 50 to ~o,qoo 
~ra~es per second ~th a Characterlstlc.lmpedance of ~OOo ohms. 
. ~-... '. 
i, 
'W -=. rr )(,IO~ ~ 
w, :' x1f' X ~O 
" ' 'w'&..'~'2rr·.i ,2,0,,000 
Ll: = 1-0 00, 
"0 .' 
" ;"0"00 I_ 
e 1..;::.; ~ r~".:: 3 i \? "'''., 
, ~ . 
I. t s q ~'r' t-~'lC ::: 2..7T "K,',O'X'/O~'O -= , . 
. . 
N· ' _·rr. tr.~/O~ ::: 3''t 
, "'4~'~ ~ 2..U·K'2'j) ~oo 














T~e'aQval'ltages of this, circuit become evident when one 
considers. the usual. metnods 6f obtaining p~se .modulation in 
frequency-modulated t~ansmitters. The Armstrong system ot 
. 
frequency-moqulatiQn, for example, makes usa o~.phase modulat-
ion of a crystal controlled osclllator.2,S T:Uis is dQne by 
combining the output of a balanced amplitude'modulator with 
, - . 
. . 
a carrier which is 90 degrees- o~t of phase. Thisa~rangement 
:provid~s' a maximUin phase 'shift of about :f: 2£; degrees if' the 
harmo*ic distortion 1s to be, less than 5%. Th~s is fqllowed 
by a co~plicated system of frequ~~cy ~~1~1pli~rs and hetero-. 
,dyn~ circuits in 9rder t<;> obtain a maX;¥num pha.se devia.tion of' 
-
about :# 100 to 200 cycles at the finai o~tp:ut frequency. 
In-order to eltmin~te some of the freq~ency m~lt1plication 
-
circuits an ingen~ous sche~e ·has been worked Qut, using a special-
ly designed c~thode ray tUbe15 h~Ving a circ~~r· sweep ~pera~~g 
at· .the trequ~ncy of a cry~ta,l >c9ritrol~~d o~ci~~tor •. Th~ 41am~ter ~' : 
. , . 
. '. 
9t -the ~w~ep.·cirol'e is th~n ~ont~olleQ. by' tb:e modulating s~~l. 
, .. 
. ~ 
,. ~E! phaf;!e modu~a ted output _ is' ,obt.~ined .froin .spec~l spiral 
. . 
sha~ed . el'e~trod~~ ,oJ). th~ ~c~een. ~ __ this' ~y:st~m ~e, ~a.x1nium. 
- . . 
pha~e 'sn,~f~t is a~term1l'ied by th~ ~ui2Jb~r or ~~vQlqt:to~~ made 
by .~ach, ~J)1ral ei~ctro.d9 •. Tl:tbe'$' .proy1p.1n:g ~ ,ph~se ~h1rt ot.·,as' 
~ """... 
'p::tgh iis. -;t:..'~'.:$ cYcle~. ~~ve been' d~sc~:I;b~. .' 
,. 
,~ot~er sys~e!ll for'Qbta1n~g' ~ l~~~e:':l)has.e. s~~ft. 'is.. "as~ 
:Qn .p~~~, ·t~·C~lqUe.s·~ 6' ::Sy. :-thi's ,me.tqo4' .p,l)a~·e, :sp.i~ts" .\1~' '~9; , '~. 't '. 
. .~.. ~ ~ .' " ~ .. ' 
'" cycl~ '9~~' "1?e': ol:>tairl~d ~th '~o.\{ ·d~$tor.~i9nj ~s~"ng':~: .Qar.i~~r~ 
.. "'" - ... 
" -
~. . ... 
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frequency of 200 Kc. 
In contrast with the alternative methods described 
above the ladder network has the advantages of compl~te 
flexib~lity in design and ~imp1ici~y of operation. It 
introduces,~ relatively' large amount of phase shitt 
.. 
thereby E"reatly simplifying the design of, freq.uency-
modulat~on transmitters. 
4. 'Summary of our Resu~ts-
. 
. 
a. We have derived a new general fgrmuia for tq~ di~lectric 
constant versUs. field s~rength in a nonlinear dieleqtric, 
making use of a new paramete~--namely the critical field 
strength required to reduce the dielectric const~t to half 
its original value at low field strength. OUr measurem~nts 
agree with. this formula espec~lly,at temperatures ab6v~ the 
CUrie point. The critic~l field strength ~~pen4s 9n ~emp~ 
erature in. the manner we ha~e' predicted in accordance 'Ylth 
the Cua~~e-Weiss l~ws. 
_b. We h~ve d~v.ised a new measuring technique making, it 
possible to-deterrpine the dielectric constant and,los3 ,fact9r 
at" hiBIl f~equen~y a:!? a function of time q.'u.ring ,the 'cj"cle of' 
~ low-f,requency' b1~s1ng volt~ge. '~~ ~ype Qt'meas~~1n~nt 
1~ necessary ,in ~rder '~o'pr~ct the'op~ratio~:qf a non-
linear condenser in s' m~u1ator ~i~·cuit •. ,We find 1;liat at 
, . , 
. temp era ture~ above 1;he Curie ;po~t th~ resUlts ·of this " 
, ~ ~,., ~~ 
~e~od agree well' w+th mea~¢'.ents -nia4~ .w+~h. d~ bias',' :~'q;t '. 
,~t ~~!llper~ tUi'~S' ~~10'" the ~ie. P9~ th~y. ~.d~'· ~o:t;, ~gr,~~. ':, . '" '. 













In fact the losses are f9und to ~e so much greater in 
the latter range of temper~ture with a-c bias, instead of,d-U, 
t~t the general appli~ation ~f a non~ine?r dielectric in 
I 
m04~lator circuits is con~ider~d impractical under these 
conditions. 
, c:~ We have obtained extensive data on t~e dielectric 
pr,opertie~ o.f barium titanate and a mixture of bari~ and 
.~tront1um titanates as a function of biasing field strength 
't~mperature and ,f;~quency. In addition to any theoretical 
va~~e they may have, these1data are especial~y pertinent 
. , ~ . 
to t~e ~esign of modulator circuits. 
d~, In measuring the q.ielectric 'constant 'ancf loss versus 
~requency we h'!-ve found a surprising series of' ,resonance' 
phepo~ena which occurred only during o~ after applfcation 
of a modera.t~17 streng, :d-c field. Upon application of a 
., 
w~aker field of ?eversed polarity the resonances ~ould be 
~ . 
" n~rasedn\; The. resonance frequencies vrere foung. t9 be 
o ,/1 
r 




relative~ independent of fie:t.d strength, alid ~ernper~'\'u!:'e 
,', excep~ tha:t they disappeared above the Curie :point. The 
resonance frequencies were finally shovnl to' corres~ond to 
't~e ~echanical ~~es ot vibration, a t'ac1i' which prov~s the 
.. 
~x1~tence of a ~ew electrostriction or pfezoelectric 
" 
p~enqmeno~ ~ b~rium ~it~te. 
e. OUr measuring circuit luis served to demons:trate the 
, , 
~pplication ot a no~inear condens~r as an amplitude 
- .. 
. ' -






.. ~, - ... " 
, 
. 
,f. We have wor~ed out~the details for' tqe design of.' an 
. . 
original phase-modulator circuit suitabl,~ for uS,e in a 
fr~t!uency-modulation transmitter. This met:loda~oVlS 
th~' -direct mod tUa tion ot p~se over 'a range 0:£ several 
cyc~es witho4t vacuum tUbes".thus-perm~ttiO~ a.sUbstantial 
'siml,lification in the circuits riow useg. in frec!uency-
modulat~on tra~smitters. , 
," 
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Edge corrections f.or various types ot tlat plate 
condensers have 'been Worked out by Scott and CUrtis.52 
However it is not' felt that.th~ir solutions are quite, 
appropriate tor the probl~ at hand, which involves a 
thin cer~1c d~sc ot thickness d with a T~ry'high di-
electric constant. A"s~all circ~ar electrode of diam-
~ter D is fired on ,to the top, while 'the c(cner electrode 
. covers' the entire bottom. If the electr~c field went 
straight acros's from the top electrode to th~ bottom 
with no tr1ng;1ng :rlux at the e<ige, the calcUlated ca~c-
itat}ce wo~d be 
(.1-1) 
Instead, t~e capacitance i~ larger than this as a result 
at the fringing flux' at the edge of the ,electrod~. To, 
,account for this, the upper electrode can be assigned an 
"etr~ctive"di~eter De wll1c~J when substituted in th~ above 
formula g1:ves, 'the' true capacitanc'e. 
z. :1!.P~· . C = 'cE'" ... 4rA 
where 
~ 1s,~hen called the ,edge, coprection, 
.The ed~e· cor~~ct~on Sh9uld be, about th~.saUl~ ,for ,8. " 
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" ~IJI t ;I' 
of.curvature D/2 is large cq~pared to the thickness d. 
Therefore we shall calculate the, edge correction for an 
infinitely long straight edge, a cross section uf which 
is shown below • 
. 
The electric field is perpendicular to the electrode 
surfac~s, which are equipotentials. To fi~d the- boundary 
, .'
qonuition ~t the exposed surface of the dielectric we make 
, 
93. 
use of the fact that the dielectric has a ver~r high dielectric 
constant so that the electric flux tends to be confined to 
the dielectric and therefore 1s 'ho~izontal at the exposed 
surface. 
By combining the field with its mirror image about the 
x-axis the solution of the problem is reduced to the following 
electrode conf'1guration. 
I Yo. Q)(.i s 
. I p'ote"t,'" 1- 0 




pote" ti,eC ':: 4 C.,.oa ~ 
- -
- - - - -
. I 
cA. A D. ~ e.ote,lIt ; cd :& Q, ,A· 
,~ I 
















In order to solve this problem the above z-plane 
diagram is ma~ped on the upper half of the w-plane)indicated 
below,by means of a SchwarZ-Gh~istoffel transformation.5l(p.125) 
w" plttl'le 
c D . " CA- AX,s 
-(j) o +1 
The points A,B,C and D on the z-plane are to be tr~ns­
tormed to ,the corresponding. poihts on the w-plane. The 
differential equation for this transformation is derived in 
the usual'manner. 
ttz . K 
---- ------~---------tJ.. W - (W-r')-' w"" (w ... ,)1'1 
where K is a scale cQnstant determined below. 
l°o+~c( ~ W~·+, • c.( 2 = A- d = K, -'~) J...W :: 7T.A. K . W(W-:I 
oC) + Ao 0 --'d-+ '. 
or K::: ;!. (A-5) 
'Tr 
The solution ot eq. A-4 is 
-z. 
2.= K .t.,- [{~;/ ] of C . (A-6) 
• 1.. 
= ~ J..,. f~;2 J .,. C 
, . 
I - -"+_.N.,#_ 
.' 
--,.".,." . 
... _is~.:-·.,_____ --;-........,:'z.~,~..: J}' 
95. 
where C 1s the constant of integration, determined as follows. 
z = 0, when ,,-= -1 
o = !! log 4 .,. C· (A-7) Tr 
c = -3.log 4: 
'JI" 
For lar~e values ot w (w» 1) eq. 1-6 may be simplified to 
d <;(. 
Z = Tf" ~ (-W) - Tf ~ 4 
(A~) 
A parallel~plarie condenser can be mapped on the same w-plane • 
. , . 
' ~ - Q.)('S 
-co 'a X, - A)(; S 
c 1 t _ AToC) I C t A to 
I 
Z2 - pl Qr1e , 
• 
In this case the transformation equation is 
~ 
; 2~ = K 1..r(-w) + Cl... 
. . 
. 
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96. 
if 1:2 = 0 when w= -1, then ~ = Q. 
(l-ll) 
CompariDi A-ll w1th .1-8 we see that tor lar,e values; 
of w, z diff.ers· froll' z2 by a constant nlue, ~ 10, 4. 
Therefore it follows that this value 1s the edge correction •. 
-(.1-12) 
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jPPEHDIX B 
Dependence ot e on Field strength in a Nonlinear Dielectric-
, 
The electric displacement D is normally a~ odd function 
of the field strength'E in any ponltnear isotropic dielectric 
witich does not ~ve hysteresis. 
D :: aE + b~ + cFP T. • • • • (B-1) 
where·al b & c are appropriate constants. Alte~atively E 
. 
may be expressed as an odd-power series in D. 
E = 0<. D + (3 DO + Y D5 .,.. • • • • (B-2) 
The dielectrics which we have to consider tend to become 
saturated at high field strengths. In other words E increases 
faster than D. This observati~ indicates that series (2) 
should converge 'more rapidlf th~ series (1) ~t high field 
strengths (E).- As a ~tter of fact, series (2) converges 
so ~apidly that all our exper1me~ta1 results are consistent 
with the series approximation wllich retains o~y.the first 
two ·te~s. 
For very small values of D, .the relation between- D and E 
'is linea~ and their ratio defines the initial perm1tt1~ity E, ' 
tor low field strength. 
1:=.0( D =...LV 
e" , 
,0{::: ---£, 
Substituting this value of 0( -in' eq. 8-3, .e '~ve 
I l' ~'. I ,-
~ ~ .. ,.,. , 't~~ _ ~, 










" \ .... 
,. 
'. - . ...-". ---- - ... - ...... - __ ~ .. s ~~ ___ .__ •__ • _ ... __ _ 
• (8-5) 
'The gen~ral permittivity 1s d~rlnod as the slope 







Solving, eq. B"'7 for D lmd. putt~g the result in eq. ~-5 
E' I 1/F-:t~ (e," .. '2) 




To dete~ne Eb as ~ function or temperature we may 
substitute the 'value of e~. .given by the Ctn'le~Weiss law 
(eq. I-lor V-I). Then 
Experimentally we· f~d ,1;ha t 'tb.e relation between Eo aJ,ld 
t~mpera~e 1s . 
, , 
) -. .{ \.~: . 
...---- .... -.....,. .. _':',..:",.':';' Ii: c . . t 5'< . '9, . J 'I __ h 
,. . 
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·where K .is a copsta~t." Thus we conclude that ~ is ip-
depen6.en~~ of tefup~'rature while c( has a s~ple zero at the 
~ Clll:ie point. 
.. 
'The appropriate values of C and To in ~egr~es Kelvin 
- " :J 
and K in 14egav9lts per meter per degree y~ for- barium-
strontium titanate and Rochelle s,alt and seve~al_other 
crystals are l1st9d in Table II tor comparison. 
Table II-wCur1e-Weiss Law Constants 
"Material 
(Ba-Br) Ti03 




































Vibrational Xodes of, a Circular Plate--
!h~ natural, frequencies ot vi~rat$cn of a circular 
pla te in which the mot1~~ is parallel to 't!J.e surtace have 
, 49 been calc~ted by Petrz1lka47 and reported by Sc~dt. ' 
100. 
Ohly ~he modes with, circular symmetry ,have been c~lcu1ated. 
The frequencies ot compressional vipr~tio~ in ~is ;~se 
are given by 
. f - ev_ i y : 
v - 1.7r~ eo (r- IT"~) 
where 'a: radius 
Y = Young's moduluB 
,rr = Poi~son's ratio 
Po = density 
and Pv is the v-th root of ~he following eq~ti~n: 
, 'p.To (P)- (I-o-).r. (~) == 0 
I~ the value ~= 0.3 is assumed~the roo~s area 
P, = 2 .. 05 f4::' 11.7?> 
, 
e ... '=" 5.39 




The "values of: the roots are reJ.at1vely 1n,~e~dent of the 
. 
v~lue ot CT e, For example ~f ~.= .~58; -Qiuy the 'first two . , 
a;re, affJ.~cted. 
, 








Since the ratio ~f the fre~uency of ~e first overto~e 
having radial symmetry to'that of the fundamental is r~~a~ively 
inaependept oJ the value of -0- ~ -we will· use the value· 
cr:: 0.3, which ,1s an, 8v2rage ,-v8.+ue tor most m~ter1a+so, In 
this ca~e t~e frequency rat~o ~s fl;lPi = 2.63. In fig. 31 
(top) the ratio of the resonance frequencies ~s 
1.26/0.50 ::: 2.52. The' relatively weak resonances at .,84 
and .95 ~c are ass~ed to correspond to mQdes' of vibra~ion ' 
that do not Q~ve radial sYmmetry. Considering that the 
resonance frequencies ~t be,influenced ~omew~t by t~e 
m~ss 'of the silver electrodes, w.hich are ,several thous~ndths 
'of an ~nch th1c~, and the oil bath~ the agreement between 
theory and exr.eriment 1s verY' encouraging. 
If the ~bove 1nterp~etation is correct and one ass.umes 
the following valu~s, 
Q. == 0.30 
f. ~ 0.50 X 106; 
~t = 2.05, 
tpe~ Young!s modulus can, ,h$ aetermined fr9m eql.- 0-1. 
~esuit ot this, .. caiculation' i~ Y :i:£ '9, x' ,iOll dyrJ.es/cm2 • 
The -
The 
value of Y calcula ted ~\ this manner 1s 'rela tiv.ely indeperlden1; 
.. r ~ 






,w1th:J,n the ran~e,.ot Y' for electrib~l por.c~~1n~ lis,teei. ~ i.;he 
1.nte~atio~~, Cri tical T~bl~s, (av.era:ge 6, £0 '10 ~x 16~ dy:nes/cm~).·· ~. 
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